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Abstract

EFFECT OF SURFACE STRUCTURE ON CATALYTIC
REACTIONS: A SUM FREQUENCY GENERATION SURFACE
SPECIFIC VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY STUDY

by

Keith Ryan McCrea

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Gabor A. Somorjai, Chair

Using Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) and gas chromatography (GC),
molecular level investigations of catalytic reactions were performed on platinum single
crystal surfaces. The SFG spectra and GC data was correlated to elucidate the nature of
active species present on the surface under high-pressure catalytic reactions.

The effect of structure sensitivity and insensitivity of several catalytic reactions
were investigated. Ethylene hydrogenation, a structure insensitive reaction, was
performed over both Pt(111) and Pt(100). The reaction rate was the same on both
surfaces (11 molecules/site/sec 300 K), although the relative concentrations of surface
species were observed to be different. Both ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene,
strongly adsorbed species, were present on the surface under reaction conditions.
These species were not responsible for catalytic turnover. Weekly adsorbed species
such as π-bonded ethylene and ethyl intermediates are responsible for surface turnover as revealed by SFG.

Cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation were also performed on Pt(100) and Pt(111). Cyclohexene dehydrogenation is structure sensitive and it was found that the rate of dehydrogenation was higher on the (100) surface of platinum. From SFG results, it was concluded that dehydrogenation can proceed through both 1,3- and 1,4-cyclohexadiene intermediates, although, the rate proceeds faster through the 1,3- intermediate. The rate dehydrogenation on Pt(100) was higher because there was a higher concentration of 1,3-cyclohexadiene on the Pt(100) surface as compared to the (111) surface.

By exposing Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(557) single crystal surfaces to high pressures of CO, it was found that Pt-carbonyls could be produced leading to the dissociation of CO. In addition, it was found that CO dissociation was structure sensitive when the crystals were exposed to 40 Torr of CO. The Pt(100) surface was the most active and showed dissociation at 500 K, while the Pt(111) surface was the least active with a dissociation temperature of 673 K. Pt(557) exhibited a dissociation temperature at 548 K, between the two other surfaces. Surface roughness was found to affect the temperature of dissociation and Pt-carbonyls were responsible for roughening of the surface. Pt(100) was the most active because the surface reconstructs and roughens at a lower temperature than the other two surfaces. In addition, CO oxidation experiments were performed on all three surfaces and the ignition temperature followed
the same trend observed for CO dissociation. This indicates that CO dissociation is important for the onset of ignition.

An in depth study of CO oxidation on Pt(557) was performed on both clean and carbon-covered prepared surfaces. Under excess O$_2$ and excess CO conditions, a clean prepared platinum surface will remain carbon free below and above ignition. It was found that a carbon oxide species was formed on carbon covered platinum surfaces. The carbon oxide species was also found to form on clean prepared platinum below ignition when it was exposed to equal partial pressures of CO and O$_2$. The turnover rates on the carbon covered platinum surfaces below ignition were higher than on clean surfaces. This indicates the surface carbon oxide species is better at oxidizing CO than platinum. Below ignition, the reaction followed Langmuir-Hinshelwood surface reaction kinetics while above ignition there are multiple reaction channels. Because of the very high turnover rates the combustion of CO becomes mass transport controlled. However, our findings that two different CO/O$_2$ ratios yield different rates of reaction above ignition indicate that a surface reaction controlled process is also present. The ignition temperature on the carbon-covered surface was lower than on the clean prepared platinum surface at equal pressures of CO and O$_2$. This is additional evidence that CO dissociation is an important step during the onset of ignition.
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Chapter 1: Introduction:

Motivation to Study Catalysis in situ under High-Pressures

Since the advent of modern surface science, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) techniques have been used to probe the identity of molecules adsorbed on the surfaces of single crystals. Information about structure and bonding was obtained with low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS), and other techniques. These techniques utilize electrons to probe and characterize surfaces; however, they are limited to low pressures because of the large mean free path required for the electrons to reach either the sample or detector.

Obviously, these techniques are not practical for in-situ characterization of surfaces during high-pressure catalytic reactions. To understand the surface composition during reactions with these electron-utilizing techniques, a single crystal was characterized in UHV prior to application of catalytic reaction conditions. A catalytic reaction was then monitored by gas chromatographic analysis of the gas phase composition during the reaction to provide data for the determination of kinetics. Once the reaction was completed, the sample was again exposed to a low pressure to allow the use of these electron techniques to characterize the surface after the reaction. These investigations were very insightful in showing that many reactions can cause
surface restructuring. In addition, certain reaction pathways were proposed to explain catalytic reactions from this indirect characterization method.

Additional characterizations allowed the identification of reaction intermediates on catalysts by performing reactions in UHV and using techniques such as high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS). The catalyst was exposed to a few Langmuirs of reactants, usually at low temperatures. The sample was then heated, and surface species were observed to change; reaction intermediates were then proposed. Temperature program desorption experiments also gave insight to products produced from adsorbates under UHV conditions. However, it is difficult to extrapolate these results to actual high-pressure reactions because the surface compositions under UHV and reaction conditions are most likely substantially different from each other. The concentration of adsorbates on the surface under high-pressures can be very different than a saturated surface under UHV conditions.

Because of the limitations described above, it became clear that molecular-level investigations of surfaces under actual high-pressure catalytic reaction conditions are necessary to obtain a better understanding of catalytic reactions. Photons, in contrast to electrons, are not limited to UHV conditions and can readily probe surfaces under high pressure. As long as photons can reach the surface unperturbed by the high-pressure gases under catalytic reaction conditions, photon techniques can be utilized to study surfaces. Vibrational spectroscopies such as infrared (FTIR) and Raman are useful because they give the molecular identity of adsorbates on the surface. The difficulty in using techniques such as IR spectroscopy is that both the bulk material of the catalyst and gas-phase reactants can interfere with surface measurements, necessitating the
subtraction of both gas-phase and bulk spectra from IR data to obtain surface information. IR spectroscopy is a great technique for use under low-pressures, but once pressures become too high, the gas phase molecules can completely absorb an infrared beam inhibiting the use of any normalization method. In addition, IR spectroscopies are governed by linear optics which means output photons are at the same frequency as the input photons, requiring detection in the IR region. Unfortunately, if a catalytic reaction needs to be heated to high temperatures, the IR photons produced by black-body radiation can interfere with the acquired IR spectrum. These problems associated with IR spectroscopy prohibit it from being a useful technique to study catalysis under high-pressures and high-temperatures.

Thus, a technique utilizing photons with surface specificity under high-pressures and high-temperatures was required. Recently, sum frequency generation (SFG) has been developed to study surfaces and interfaces. SFG is a second order nonlinear optical process in which a tunable IR beam and a fixed visible beam are overlapped on a surface to generate third beam at the sum of the two input beams, which is also in the visible region. SFG has the advantage in that its selection rules necessitate that a vibrational mode must have a change in dipole and a change in polarizability in order for the process to occur. Only at surfaces and interfaces are these selection rules met. Thus, SFG is surface specific, allowing the use of this technique under high-pressures of gasses. Another advantage of SFG is that it is sensitive to sub-monolayer coverages of adsorbates. In addition, because the photons that are detected are in the visible spectrum, IR photons generated by black-body radiation to not interfere in the detection of an SFG spectrum allowing the use of SFG at high-
Introduction

temperatures as well as high-pressures. A comparison of the pressure accessibility for
the techniques just discussed is shown in Figure 1.1.
The Concept of Structure Sensitivity of Catalytic Activity and Selectivity

An important area in modern catalysis research is devoted to the understanding of what determines the selectivity of a catalyst. One of the Department of Energy’s goals in waste minimization is to “Identify reactions and catalysts for synthesizing chemical products at greater than 90% yields without forming toxic by-products.”

Current industrial practices release thousands of metric tons of waste from catalytic by-products. The 50 top commodity chemicals produced by catalysis release 20.9 billion pounds of CO₂ a year either by direct release or through the incineration of unwanted bi-products. With catalysts that perform at a higher selectivity, these emissions could be greatly decreased. As of 1992, chemical industry produced roughly 120 thousand tons of waste material through catalytic processes. This waste included sludge from oil refining and also contaminated clays used to purify desired products by removing by-products. Much of this waste is deposited in landfills. In order to increase selectivity of catalysts, we must have an understanding at the molecular level of catalytic processes so better catalysts can be engineered with the ingredients that control selectivity.

The only way to gain an understanding of what controls selectivity is to investigate the processes of catalytic reactions at the molecular level. Techniques are required that can probe catalysts under conditions similar to those used in industry processes (high-pressure and high-temperature). SFG is a powerful technique to study single crystal surfaces under high-pressure catalytic conditions because it is surface
specific and has such a high sensitivity. One of the ingredients that have been identified to be important in selectivity is surface structure. Different single crystal surfaces have been shown to exhibit different selectivity characteristics.

In the late 1960’s, Boudart classified catalytic reactions as being either structure sensitive or structure insensitive. The experimental data that was the basis of the classification correlated the turnover rates for a given reaction with catalyst particle size; if the reaction rate stayed constant the reaction was insensitive to the catalyst structure. This was the case for most hydrogenation processes including that of ethylene. If the reaction rate varied with changes of particle size the reaction was structure sensitive. This was the case for ammonia synthesis and the dehydrogenation of cyclohexene and cyclohexane as well as for hydrogenolysis of alkanes. When ammonia synthesis was studied on iron single crystal surfaces, the reaction of nitrogen and hydrogen to form ammonia, showed extreme structure sensitivity. The (111) and (211) surfaces were orders of magnitude more active than the close packed (110) crystal face of body centered cubic iron.

An example of how structure effects selectivity can be found in the conversion of n-hexane and n-heptane to various products (reforming). This reaction can follow at least four reaction channels to form aromatic molecules, cyclic molecules, branched isomers, and undergo C-C bond breaking leading to hydrogenolysis. Depending on the crystal structure (the surface structure) the reaction selectivity can be altered. On the (111) crystal face the aromatic molecules are produced at higher concentrations. On the (100) crystal face the isomerization reaction is predominant. In the presence of
kinked surface sites in the steps, C-C bond breaking has been observed leading to the undesirable hydrogenolysis reaction.24

The foundation of structure sensitivity has been well laid out but the understanding of why structure effects a reaction is still in question. The goal of this research is to understand how structure effects a catalytic reaction at a molecular level using SFG to probe catalytic reactions under high-pressure conditions. Simultaneous to SFG experiments under high-pressure of gases; gas chromatography was used to monitor reactant and product concentrations during the reaction so kinetics could be calculated.

Several reactions were carried out to determine the effect of structure on the reactions. The first case is ethylene hydrogenation. This is known to be a structure insensitive reaction. Ethylene hydrogenation was investigated on both Pt(111) and Pt(100). The effect of structure was investigated under both UHV conditions and high-pressure conditions. Under both pressure regimes, the results are substantially different, although the rate of ethane production is essentially the same on both surfaces.

The next reaction studied was the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation of cyclohexene on both Pt(111) and Pt(100). In general, dehydrogenation processes are surface-sensitive. Again, the effect of structure was investigated under UHV conditions and high-pressure and the results for both surfaces were very different. The rate of dehydrogenation was higher on the Pt(100) surface, and it was determined that the concentration of the active intermediate relative to the inactive intermediate was higher on this surface as compared to Pt(111).
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The structure sensitivity of CO dissociation was also investigated by SFG on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(557). It was determined that under high-pressures of CO, surface platinum atoms can become mobile. On Pt(111), the temperature at which platinum atom mobility begins is at a much higher temperature than the Pt(100) surface, which easily reconstructs. Because of this mobility, the coordination of platinum atoms decreases producing step and kink sites onto which platinum carboxyls can form. These platinum carboxyls are the precursor to CO dissociation. Because Pt(557) is essentially a Pt(111) surface with introduced steps, the temperature at which CO dissociation occurs is between the temperature observed for Pt(111) and Pt(100).

Carbon monoxide oxidation is known to be structure insensitive, although it was found that the temperature at which ignition occurs is structure sensitive. It was found that the trend in CO oxidation ignition temperatures was similar to the trend observed for CO dissociation, and so it was concluded that CO dissociation is an important step in catalytic ignition. To further support this idea, detailed CO oxidation studies were performed on Pt(557). CO dissociation could be observed in situ under CO oxidation conditions depending on the reaction conditions.
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Chapter 2: Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)

Introduction

Sum frequency generation is a surface-specific vibrational spectroscopy with sub-monolayer sensitivity and pico-second time resolution. A visible laser beam at a fixed wavelength is overlapped with a tunable IR laser beam as shown in Figure 2.1. Vibrational spectra can be acquired by scanning the IR beam over the vibrational region of interest.

![Figure 2.1](image)

SFG is powerful for investigating catalytic reactions on smooth surfaces such as those of a single crystal or an ordered material. Unfortunately, porous materials scatter the input beams so that only a weak SFG beam can be detected, and therefore the
applications of SFG to most typical solid catalysts are limited. Another disadvantage of
SFG is that a spectrum may take anywhere from 10 minutes to an hour to obtain,
depending on the number of laser shots averaged and width of frequency range
investigated. Currently, the technique of broadband SFG is under development to
allow the acquisition of spectra several hundred wavenumbers in width simultaneously
with each laser shot, which will greatly reduce the acquisition time.

Theory Behind SFG

A discussion of the SFG process is presented here and more detailed
descriptions can be found in the literature. The principle of SFG is governed by
second-order nonlinear optics, and the technique is made possible by the use of high-
energy pulsed lasers. Under weak electric fields, the polarization of a material is
described by

$\vec{P} = \vec{P}^{(0)} + \vec{P}^{(1)}$

$\vec{P}^{(1)} = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(1)} \vec{E}(r) \cos(\omega t)$

where $\vec{P}^{(0)}$ is the static polarization, $\vec{P}^{(1)}$ is the first-order linear polarization, $\chi^{(1)}$ is the
linear susceptibility, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space, $t$ is time, and $\vec{E}(r) \cos(\omega t)$
describes the electric field. In linear optics, as this equation indicates, the frequency of
light is invariant as it passes through a medium, the frequency of the input beam is the
same as the output beam. Under strong electric fields, such as those produced by
lasers, second- and higher-order polarization terms must be added to eq. (1):

$\vec{P} = \vec{P}^{(0)} + \vec{P}^{(1)} + \vec{P}^{(2)} + \vec{P}^{(3)} + ...$
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\[ P_i^{(2)} = \varepsilon_0 \sum_{j,k} \chi^{(2)}_{ijk} \vec{E}_j(r) \cos(\omega_1 t) \vec{E}_k(r) \cos(\omega_2 t) \]

where \( \chi^{(2)} \) is the second-order nonlinear susceptibility. The subscripts \( i, j, \) and \( k \) refer to the axes of the coordinate system. If the frequencies \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \) are the same \((\omega_1 = \omega_2 = \omega)\), \( P_i^{(2)} \) can be rearranged by simple trigonometry to give the form

\[ P_i^{(2)} = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 \sum_{j,k} \chi^{(2)}_{ijk} \vec{E}_j(r) \vec{E}_k(r)(1 + \cos 2\omega t) \]

which indicates that a second frequency of light oscillating at \( 2\omega \) can be generated from an oscillating dipole in the medium. This process is called second harmonic generation. If \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \) are oscillating at different frequencies, then eq. (4) can be rearranged to the form

\[ P_i^{(2)} = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 \sum_{j,k} \chi^{(2)}_{ijk} \vec{E}_j(r) \vec{E}_k(r) \left[ \cos(\omega_1 + \omega_2)t + \cos(\omega_1 - \omega_2)t \right] \]

From the term in brackets of eq. 6, we see that there is now the possibility of generation by an oscillating dipole of frequencies at the sum and difference of \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \). These two processes are known as SFG and difference frequency generation (DFG), respectively. In this work we focus on SFG although DFG also occurs.

The magnitude of the SFG signal is proportional to the absolute square of \( \chi^{(2)} \) \((|\chi^{(2)}|^2)\) which is made up of both a non-resonant susceptibility term \( (\chi_{NR}^{(2)}) \) and a resonant susceptibility \( (\chi_R^{(2)}) \) term. The non-resonant susceptibility term originates from the substrate surface and is typically invariant as the IR beam is scanned; it is
called the non-resonant background.

SFG is surface specific because $\chi^{(2)}$ is a third rank tensor whose element values depend on the properties of the medium under investigation. In a medium with inversion symmetry, $\chi^{(2)}$ should be invariant under inversion symmetry, however, the electric field and polarization must change sign as vectors. Thus, the inversion operation gives: $\chi^{(2)} = -\chi^{(2)}$ or $\chi^{(2)} = 0$ and therefore there is no SFG signal from a medium with inversion symmetry. In order for a medium to generate SFG signal, inversion symmetry has to be broken, which is only necessarily true at an interface or surface.

The resonant susceptibility, which originates from vibrational modes on the surface, is described by

$$\chi^{(2)} = N \chi^{(2)}_{dij,klm} \sum_{l,m,n} \langle \hat{i} \cdot \hat{l} \rangle \langle \hat{j} \cdot \hat{m} \rangle \langle \hat{k} \cdot \hat{n} \rangle \frac{A_q}{\omega_{IR} - \omega_q + i\Gamma_q} \Delta \rho_{gq}$$

where $A_q$ is the strength of the qth vibrational mode, $N$ is the number density of molecules on the surface, $\omega_{IR}$ the frequency of the infrared laser beam, $\omega_q$ the frequency of the qth vibrational mode, $\Gamma_q$ the damping constant of the qth vibrational mode, and $\Delta \rho_{gq}$ is the population difference between the ground and fist excited states. The subscripts l, m, and n, refer to the axes for the molecular coordinate system and so the average, $\langle \hat{i} \cdot \hat{l} \rangle \langle \hat{j} \cdot \hat{m} \rangle \langle \hat{k} \cdot \hat{n} \rangle$, is the coordination transformation from molecular fixed coordinates to laboratory fixed coordinates averaged over molecular orientations. From eq.(8), it is observed that $\chi^{(2)}$ is at a maximum when $\omega_{IR} = \omega_q$, and hence a vibrational spectrum is acquired by scanning the IR frequency. The selection rules for
the SFG process are inferred from the equation

\[
A_q = \frac{1}{2\omega} \frac{\partial \mu_n}{\partial q} \frac{\partial \alpha_{lm}^{(1)}}{\partial q}
\]

where \(\mu_n\) is the dipole moment and \(\alpha_{lm}^{(1)}\) the polarizability. Hence, in order for \(\chi_R^{(2)}\) to be non-zero, the vibrational mode of interest must obey both IR and Raman selection rules; there must be both a change in the dipole and a change in the polarizability.

Because SFG is a second-order nonlinear process, only a medium without inversion symmetry can generate SFG signals under the electric-dipole approximation. Surfaces or interfaces lack inversion symmetry; therefore modes at surfaces and interfaces are SFG allowed. Centrosymmetric bulk materials and isotropic gas phases have centrosymmetry and are therefore SFG forbidden. Therefore, SFG is a surface-specific process. Because gas phases are isotropic and not SFG active, experiments can easily be performed from pressures of \(1 \times 10^{-10}\) Torr up to \(10^3\) Torr without the concern of gas phase interference.

The intensity of an SFG signal is also dependent on the ordering of the surface or interface. If molecules on the surface are randomly oriented, then \(\chi^{(2)}\) becomes zero and SFG spectra will not be generated. Therefore, when examining a SFG spectrum, strong SFG features indicate that the surface adsorbates are well ordered.

**Sum Frequency Generation from a Surface**

As previously discussed, \(\chi^{(2)}\) is a third rank tensor. It consists of 27 elements, whose values are a property of the medium under investigation and invariant under symmetry operations. The number of non-vanishing \(\chi^{(2)}\) elements is often quite small.
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because the matrix elements depend on the symmetry of the medium. For an isotropic surface there are four nonequivalent, non-vanishing terms for $\chi^{(2)}$, as the others are equal to zero from considerations of rotational and mirror symmetries. The value of these four terms are: $\chi^{(2)}_{xxz} = \chi^{(2)}_{yyz}$, $\chi^{(2)}_{xzx} = \chi^{(2)}_{yzy}$, $\chi^{(2)}_{zxx} = \chi^{(2)}_{zyy}$, and $\chi^{(2)}_{zzz}$. They are determined by inserting the 27 possible combinations of (x, y, z) into the four-fold rotation operation: x’ → y and y’ → -x in combination with the two-fold rotation operation: x’ → -x and y’ → -y.

By using different polarization combinations for the IR, visible, and detected SFG light, information about molecular orientation on the surface may be obtained for non-metal surfaces. For each polarization combination used during a SFG experiment, different susceptibility components are measured. The two incident beams in the SFG experiment can be brought onto the surface four different polarization combinations. Over an isotropic surface, these combinations determine the ratios of the different tensor elements, which provides information on the molecular orientations. By modeling these susceptibility components, it is then possible to determine the orientation of surface molecules. The (s,s) combination measures the $\chi^{(2)}_{zxx} = \chi^{(2)}_{zyy}$ elements and generates an out signal which is p-polarized. The notation for this polarization combination is PSS, where the polarizations represent the SF signal, incident visible and IR beams, respectively. The combinations of (s, p) and (p, s) mainly measure $\chi^{(2)}_{xxz} = \chi^{(2)}_{yyz}$, $\chi^{(2)}_{xzx} = \chi^{(2)}_{yzy}$ while (p, p) mainly measures $\chi^{(2)}_{zzz}$.

This polarization technique is not possible for the characterization of metal surfaces. Because of the metal-surface-selection rules (MSSR), an s-polarized IR beam
is canceled out due to the image field of the electrons in the metal. As a dipole parallel to the surface vibrates, a dipole opposite in sign oscillates at the same frequency. Therefore, an s-polarized IR beam cannot excite a dipole along a metal surface, and so when performing SFG experiments on a metal surface, the IR beam is always p-polarized. The visible beam may be either s- or p-polarized, but the signal is almost 40 times weaker for s-polarized visible light. Therefore, in the experiments reported here, both the IR and visible light were p-polarized, resulting in p-polarized SFG output.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Considerations

Laser System

This work was performed using two different optical parametric generation/optical parametric amplification (OPG/OPA) laser setups used to generate the 532 nm visible green beam and the tunable IR beam. Both systems were driven by the fundamental output of a Nd:YAG laser. The laser operated at 20 Hz and provided a 20-ps pulse at a fundamental frequency of 1064 nm with 35 mJ of energy per pulse.

For the first laser system, just beyond the Nd:YAG laser, the beam was split into two separate beams. The first passed through a KD\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4} (KD\textsuperscript{*}P) nonlinear crystal that doubled the frequency of the fundamental beam to 532 nm. This beam was used for the visible portion of the SFG experiment and had output energy of 400 µJ/pulse.

The second part of the fundamental beam passed through one of two angle-tuned optical parametric generation/optical parametric amplification (OPG/OPA) stages for the generation of the tunable IR source as shown in Figure 3.1. A LiNbO\textsubscript{3} OPG/OPA stage was used to generate a tunable IR beam with frequencies between 2700 and 3600 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which allowed investigation of the vibrational C-H stretching modes of adsorbed hydrocarbons. The maximum output of this stage was at 2850 cm\textsuperscript{-1} with 200 µJ of energy and a full width at half maximum (fwhm) of 12 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. The second OPG/OPA stage consisted of BaB\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} (BBO) and AgGaS\textsubscript{2} (AGS) nonlinear
crystals to produce a tunable IR beam with frequencies between 1400 and 2300 cm\(^{-1}\) to probe vibrational modes associated

![Diagram of OPG/OPA systems](image)

Figure 3.1 Schematic of two different OPG/OPA systems to generate laser beams used for SFG experiments. Tuning range is between 1400 –2300 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2700 – 3600 cm\(^{-1}\).
with CO adsorbed in various coordination. The maximum output of this stage occurred at 2200 cm$^{-1}$ with 120 µJ of energy and a fwhm of 8 cm$^{-1}$.

The second laser system was a commercially built OPG/OPA system provided by Laservision (Figure 3.2). The fundamental beam was passed through a KTP crystal to generate a 532 nm beam. This beam was then split, with a portion being used for the visible portion of the experiment and the second portion was sent to a OPG/OPA stage utilizing to counter rotating KTP crystals to generate a near IR beam between 720 and 870 nm. This near IR beam was then difference frequency mixed with a portion of the fundamental beam through two counter rotating KTA nonlinear crystals. This then generated a tunable IR beam between 2000 and 4000 cm$^{-1}$. The energy at 2875 cm$^{-1}$ was 400 µJ with a fwhm of 10 cm$^{-1}$. By sliding in an AgGaSe$_2$ nonlinear crystal into

![Figure 3.2 Schematic of LaserVision OPG/OPA system to generate laser beams for SFG experiments. Tunable between 1.4 and 13 µm.](image-url)
Figure 3.3 Comparison of the energy versus frequency curves for the OPG/OPA systems used in this work.
the signal and idler beams from the KTA crystals, a tunable beam between 1000 and 2000 cm\(^{-1}\) could be produced. The energy vs. frequency is shown in Figure 3.3 for both laser systems. The Laservision system provides a broader tunable range and also more energy.

Both the IR and visible beams are p-polarized and are both spatially and temporally overlapped on a single crystal mounted in a UHV chamber. The visible beam makes an angle of 50° with respect to surface normal while the IR beam is at 55° with respect to surface normal. The generated SFG beam is then sent through a monochromator and the signal intensity is detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu) and integrated by a gated integrator (Stanford Research).

Ultra High Vacuum System/High Pressure Reactor

Single crystal samples were mounted in a UHV/Reaction chamber pumped by a turbomolecular pump and an ion pump to a base pressure of \(2 \times 10^{-10}\) Torr. A schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure 3.4. The chamber was equipped with an Omicron rear view retarding field analyzer (RFA) for low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy. A mass spectrometer was attached to the system to monitor the background gases under UHV conditions. By use of resistive heating, the sample could be heated up to a temperature of 1200 K, and cooled under vacuum with liquid nitrogen to 140 K. The crystals were cleaned in UHV by repeated cycles of \(\text{Ar}^+\) bombardment followed by exposure of \(5 \times 10^{-7}\) Torr of \(\text{O}_2\) at 1125 K for two minutes. The sample was then annealed at 1135 K in UHV for one minute.
Figure 3.4 Top view schematic of the UHV and High-Pressure reaction system in which the single crystals were mounted.
During high-pressure catalytic reactions, the sample was isolated from the vacuum pumps by a gate valve. A recirculation loop delivered gases to a gas chromatograph to monitor the composition of the gas for the calculations of kinetics. For SFG experiments, the chamber had a window made of CaF$_2$ to allow the IR light to enter.

**Platinum Single Crystals: Structure and Preparation**

Three different platinum single crystals were used in this work. They are the (111), (100), and stepped (557) surfaces. The surface structures for the different surfaces are shown in [Figure 3.5](#). The Pt(111) surface is cut to reveal a hexagonal surface structure. The most common sites in which molecules adsorb to the surface are the top-site (on top of a single platinum atom), bridge site (between two platinum atoms), and 3-fold hollow sites (between 3 platinum atoms). A Pt(100) surface is cut to reveal a square surface (1×1) structure. However, if a Pt(100) surface is properly cleaned and annealed, the outermost surface atoms will reconstruct to what is known as a pseudo-hexagonal (5×20) structure similar to the (111) surface. The phase transition from the (1×1) to the (5×20) structure occurs above 400 K, so as the crystal is cooled after it is cleaned and annealed, the surface is (5×20). Once molecules such as CO or NO are adsorbed on the surface, the surface reconstruction relaxes back to the (1×1) structure. Thus, the (5×20) surface is lower in energy than the (1×1) under vacuum. The Pt(557) surface is prepared by cutting a platinum single crystal 9.5° relative to the (111) orientation. This prepares a stepped surface with 6 atom wide
The outermost surface layer of a clean Pt(100) crystal reconstructs into a pseudo-hexagonal 5x20 structure resembling Pt(111).

Figure 3.5 Structure of the Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(557) single crystal surfaces.
terraces of (111) orientation with single atom high steps. In addition to the sites already mentioned for the Pt(111) surface, the Pt(557) surface also has step sites.

Once the crystal was mounted in the chamber, it was first heated to 1123 K for 30 minutes to outgas the sample and sample holder. The crystal was then cleaned by argon ion sputtering to remove any contaminants on the surface. Argon gas was leaked into the chamber through a leak valve to a pressure of $3 \times 10^{-5}$ Torr and an electron gun operating at 1200 eV then ionized argon atoms, which then bombarded the surface. The ion sputtering would last for 12 minutes and the sample was then flashed to 1123 K and sputtered again. After the second sputtering step, the sample was exposed to $5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr of O$_2$ and heated to 1123 K for 2 minutes to oxidize any carbon left on the surface. The sample was then cooled and the system was evacuated to below $1 \times 10^{-9}$ Torr. Next, the sample was annealed at 1133 K for 1 minute and slowly cooled to room temperature. The sample was then checked by Auger spectroscopy to determine whether the surface was clean. If the surface was clean, gases were introduced either at low or high-pressures depending on the experiment through a gas manifold system.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy

Auger electron spectroscopy is a technique that gives elemental analysis of contaminants on a surface. Not only can it give elemental identity, it can be used analytically to determine the concentration of surface contaminants. The amount of carbon and oxygen are of interest in the experiments to be discussed. Auger electron spectroscopy is a surface sensitive technique because of the limited depth of penetration
of the incident electron beam and because of the high probability of inelastic scattering
that electrons exhibit below 2000 eV. The energy of the input electrons was
approximately 1500 eV, but the electrons detected by the retarding field analyzer
(RFA) were below 600 eV. Because we are detecting such low energy electrons, the
electrons could not have penetrated deep into a surface.

During an Auger electron spectroscopy experiment, high-energy electrons
(1500 eV) are accelerated toward a surface. These electrons lose their energy by
inelastic scattering as the atoms which make up the solid are ionized by the loss of a
core electron. An ion that is generated by an incoming electron loses some of its
potential energy by filling the vacant core hole with an electron from a shallower level.
The electron that relaxes into the core hole must release energy, which is emitted either
through a photon or to kinetic energy given to another shallow electron, or an Auger

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.6 Diagram demonstrating the difference between X-ray fluorescence and the Auger effect.
electron. The first process is known as X-ray fluorescence while the second competing process is known as the Auger effect. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the difference between these two processes.

The energy of a photon released during X-ray fluorescence can be described by: $h\nu = E_A - E_B$. The energy of the Auger electron is described by: $KE = E_A - E_B - E_C$. Thus, Auger electron spectroscopy is the technique of measuring the energy of Auger electrons by the use of an energy Analyzer.

Normalization of SFG Spectra

As previously discussed, sum frequency generation signal is generated specifically at a surface or interface, and is therefore surface specific. However, this does not mean that the media the laser beams must pass cannot interfere with an SFG spectrum. The intensity of a sum frequency signal is proportional to the magnitude of the input electric fields as seen in equation 2.6. A spectrum is highly dependent on the intensity of the IR beam, and so if the gas phase in the reactor absorbs the IR light at a particular frequency, the magnitude of the IR beam at the surface will decrease as it is tuned over a vibrational mode of a gas phase molecule. This affects the intensity of the SFG signal, and therefore gas phase artifacts can be seen in the SFG spectrum. If the absorbance is large and the SFG background is large, a gas phase IR spectrum can actually appear in the SFG spectrum giving artificial SFG peaks making assignments difficult.
Figure 3.7 SFG spectrum of Pt(100) under oxidizing conditions and IR transmittance spectrum of 40 Torr of CO. Several features are observed in the SFG spectrum that are attributed to gas phase attenuation of the IR beam.
An example of how extreme this problem can be is demonstrated in the SFG and IR spectra shown in Figure 3.7. The SFG spectrum was acquired from a Pt(100) crystal during a CO oxidation experiment that increased the SFG background. The pressure of CO was 40 Torr, and the gas phase path length was 15 cm. It first appears that there are several peaks centered near 2040, 2143, and 2275 cm\(^{-1}\). For all practical purposes, the peaks appear as if they were real, although, upon close inspection, the peaks are artificial as shown in the IR gas phase spectrum. This gas phase spectrum was acquired by passing the IR beam through a 10 cm long cell containing 40 Torr of CO. Essentially, the SFG and IR gas phase spectra show the same features, indicating that the cause of the peaks in the SFG spectrum is due to the attenuation of the IR beam by the CO causing a decrease in the SFG intensity corresponding to vibrational modes. The decrease above 2275 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to CO\(_2\) in the atmosphere attenuating the IR beam.

Another example is shown during and ethylene hydrogenation experiment on Pt(100) under 40 Torr of ethylene. In Figure 3.8, a SFG spectrum and a gas phase IR spectrum are shown together in a single plot. In the SFG spectrum, two real peaks are observed at 2865 and 2905 cm\(^{-1}\) and two artificial peaks are seen at 2985 and 3040 cm\(^{-1}\). When the gas phase IR spectrum is compared to the SFG spectrum, it is clear that the peaks at 2985 and 3040 cm\(^{-1}\) are not real SFG features. Thus, it is extremely important to normalize SFG spectra and to and reduce the attenuation of the IR beam to properly study catalysis in situ.
Figure 3.8 SFG spectrum of Pt(100) during ethylene hydrogenation and IR transmittance spectrum of 35 Torr of ethylene. The peaks at 2985 and 3040 are artificial caused by the attenuation of the IR beam by the gas phase ethylene in the chamber.
The major problem causing this attenuation is the long path length that the IR beam is required to pass through the gas phase medium. The original chamber used to acquire Figures 3.7 and 3.8 had a path length of 15 cm. It is possible to normalize for the IR attenuation by taking a gas phase IR spectrum of the same path length and same pressure. The gas phase artifacts can be removed by dividing the SFG spectrum by the gas phase spectrum. The problem with using a chamber with such a large path length is that the IR beam can be completely attenuated by the time it reaches the sample making it impossible to properly normalize an SFG signal. Thus, it is necessary to reduce the path length to be able to properly normalize SFG spectra.

For these experiments, assembling a new chamber reduced the IR gas phase path length. The original chamber had a CaF$_2$ window attached to a 2.75” flange 15 cm from the center of the chamber where the single crystal is mounted. To decrease the path length, a 6 inch flange was welded to a different bell jar and an inverted flange was built with a CaF$_2$ window attached on the inside as shown in Figure 3.4. This shortened the path length to less than 4 cm$^{-1}$. The effect of this modification is shown in Figure 3.9. The SFG spectrum of an ethylene hydrogenation experiment on Pt(100) under similar condition as to Figure 3.8 is shown. In this experiment, the artificial peaks are not observed. To show the high-pressure capability of this new system with proper normalization, the un-normalized and normalized SFG spectra of high pressures of CO are shown in Figure 3.10 and
Figure 3.9  SFG spectrum of Pt(100) under ethylene hydrogenation reaction conditions. Gas phase artifacts are absent in this spectrum.
Figure 3.10  SFG spectra of high-pressure CO. The spectra are not normalized, and the intensity of the top-site CO peak decreases as a function of pressure.
Figure 3.11  Data from Figure 3.10 normalized. The intensity of the top-site CO peak remains the same up to 500 Torr.

respectively. The intensity of the top-site CO peak for the un-normalized
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spectra slowly decreases as the CO pressure is increased, whereas the intensity remains essentially the same for the normalized data up to 500 Torr.
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Chapter 4: Ethylene Hydrogenation: A Structure Insensitive Case

Introduction

The first mechanism proposed for the hydrogenation of the simplest olefin, ethylene, on a platinum surface was that of Horiuti and Polanyi, reported in the 1930’s. According to their model, ethylene adsorbs on a clean platinum surface by breaking one of the C=C double bonds and then forming two σ-bonds with the metal surface. This intermediate is known as di-σ bonded ethylene. One of the metal-carbon bonds is then presumed to be hydrogenated with adsorbed hydrogen, creating an ethyl intermediate, allowing ethane production through the final hydrogenation of the remaining metal-carbon bond.

Surface techniques such as ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) were later used under UHV conditions to investigate the mechanism of ethylene hydrogenation on platinum single crystals. It was shown that at temperatures below 52 K, ethylene physisorbs through the π-bond, referred to as π-bonded ethylene. As the temperature is heated above 52 K, the π-bond is broken, and di-σ bonded ethylene is formed. Ethylidyne (M≡CCH₃) is formed as di-σ bonded ethylene is dehydrogenated and transfers a hydrogen atom from one carbon atom to the other. As the surface is heated further, ethylidyne decomposes into graphitic precursors.
Ethylene is not believed to be a reaction intermediate in ethylene hydrogenation. Davis et al. showed ethylidyne hydrogenation was several orders of magnitude slower than the overall hydrogenation of ethylene to ethane. Furthermore, Beebe et al. using in-situ IR transmission spectroscopy, showed that the reaction rate was the same on a supported Pd/Al₂O₃ catalyst, whether or not the surface was covered with ethylidyne. These results of these investigations indicate that ethylidyne is a spectator species that is not directly involved in ethylene hydrogenation.

To determine the importance of π-bonded ethylene and di-σ bonded ethylene, Mohsin et al. using transmission IR spectroscopy, showed that both species are hydrogenated on a Pt/Al₂O₃ catalyst as hydrogen flows over the surface. In addition, Mohsin et al. showed that only di-σ bonded ethylene is converted to ethylidyne in the absence of hydrogen when the catalyst is heated. These studies, however, were not performed under actual high-pressure reaction conditions because gas phase ethylene interferes with IR experiments. Since-gas phase ethylene does not generate a SFG signal, SFG is an ideal technique to characterize ethylene hydrogenation in-situ under high-pressure reaction conditions.

The (111) and (100) crystal faces of platinum were used to determine, at high reactant pressures (0.1 – 1 atm) the rates of ethylene hydrogenation using gas chromatography. Simultaneously, SFG vibrational spectroscopy was utilized to monitor the surface species, some of which were surface reaction intermediates. We found that strongly bound ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene are not the active species which turnover during ethylene hydrogenation. The reaction rate was the same for ethylene hydrogenation on both Pt(111) and Pt(100) indicating the reaction is
structure insensitive. Weakly bound species such as $\pi$-bonded ethylene and ethyl are the most likely species which turnover, although they are only observed under certain reaction conditions.

**Possible surface species observed under high-pressure reaction conditions.**

During an ethylene hydrogenation reaction, there are several different species that can exist on the surface. These species are separated into two categories, strongly adsorbed species and weakly bound species. The strongly bound species can exist under both UHV conditions and high-pressure conditions whereas weakly bound species can exist only under high-pressure conditions as they quickly desorb under vacuum. The two most common strongly adsorbed species are ethylidyne and di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene. The structures of these two species are shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1 Structures of strongly adsorbed species: di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene and ethylidyne.](image)

Through LEED experiments, the adsorption structures of both ethylidyne and di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene have been solved for Pt(111). When ethylene is introduced to a Pt(111) crystal above 240 K, ethylene will go under dehydrogenation to form
Ethylene adsors in 3 fold hollow sites and in a $(2 \times 2)$ structure. Ethylidyne is the most stable species on the Pt(111) surface and is therefore not likely to partake in ethylene hydrogenation reactions because of its high stability on the surface. Since ethylidyne is found to adsorb in 3-fold hollow sites, it is not a stable species on the unreconstructed Pt(100) surface which does not have 3-fold hollow sites. The $(1 \times 1)$ structure is the expected surface for Pt(100) once adsorption occurs.

When Pt(111) is exposed to ethylene under UHV conditions below 240 K, di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene will adsorb on the surface. This species bonds with the C-C centers above both fcc and hcp 3-fold hollow sites with a tilt angle of about $22^\circ$. Again, because the Pt(100) $(1 \times 1)$ structure does not have 3-fold hollow sites, di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene is not as stable on Pt(100) as compared to Pt(111).

![Figure 4.2](image)

*Figure 4.2 Possible structures for the weakly bonded species $\pi$-bonded ethylene and ethyl.*

The structures of weakly bonded species $\pi$-bonded ethylene and ethyl are shown in Figure 4.2. Because of the low adsorption energies that these species have,
they are not easily detectable under UHV conditions but are present under high-pressure conditions.

Experimental

The Pt(111) and Pt(100) single crystal were mounted and cleaned as described in the previous chapter. Once the crystals were determined to be clean by Auger electron spectroscopy, ethylene was either introduced under or low or high-pressure conditions. Ethylene adsorption studies were first performed on both crystal surfaces to help in the assignment of peaks observed under high-pressure reaction conditions. Once the surface was characterized under low ethylene pressures, the crystal was clean again and high-pressures of ethylene and H$_2$ were introduced into the chamber. The progress of the ethylene hydrogenation reaction was then monitored with gas chromatography while the surface was analyzed with SFG.

Results and Discussion

*UHV Adsorption and Low-Pressure Experiments*

Ethylene adsorption studies were first performed on both crystal surfaces to help in the assignment of peaks observed under high-pressure reaction conditions. Di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene was formed on Pt(111) by exposing the surface to 4 L of ethylene at 243 K as seen by a single resonance at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 4.3). As this surface is annealed to higher temperatures, di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene dehydrogenates to ethylidyne.
Figure 4.3 Pt(111) exposed to 4L of ethylene at 243 K. Di-σ bonded ethylene is formed and upon heating, the di-σ bonded ethylene dehydrogenates to produce ethylidyne.[13]
Figure 4.4 Pt(100) exposed to 4L of ethylene at 140 K. Di-σ bonded ethylene is formed and upon heating, the intensity of the peak decreases. Ethylidyne is not formed.
Figure 4.5  Pt(100) exposed to $5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr of ethylene at 300 K. Both di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene and ethylidyne are formed.
around 280 K and a single resonance corresponding to ethylidyne is observed at 2890 cm$^{-1}$. If a Pt(100) surface is exposed to 4 L of ethylene at 140 K, di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene is formed with a single resonance at 2900 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 4.4). However, unlike Pt(111), the di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene will not dehydrogenate to ethylidyne when the sample is heated. The peak corresponding to di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene shifts to 2090 cm$^{-1}$ and the intensity of the di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene decreases as a function of temperature until it is gone without any evidence of the formation of ethylidyne. At 140 K, di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene adsorbs in 3-fold hollow sites on the Pt(100) (5 × 20). It is likely at higher temperatures, as the di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene is dehydrogenated, the (5 × 20) structure reconstructs back to the (1 × 1) structure prohibiting the re-adsorption of either di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene or ethylidyne since these species require 3-fold hollow sites for adsorption. Only under a static pressure of ethylene above $5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr will both di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene and ethylidyne form on Pt(100) as shown in Figure 4.5.

On both Pt(111) and Pt(100), the ethylidyne stretching frequency was observed around 2880 cm$^{-1}$ and the di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene stretching frequency was observed at 2910 cm$^{-1}$. Both ethylidyne and di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene were previously found to sit in fcc 3-fold hollow sites LEED with molecular axis of di-$\sigma$ bonded ethylene is tilted with respect to the surface plane by about 22°. The surface of the Pt(100) crystal face reconstructs to a pseudo-hexagonal structure, known as Pt(100)(5x20), resembling the hexagonal structure of Pt(111) when properly cleaned. As the Pt(100)(5x20) surface was exposed to $1 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr of ethylene, the surface structure was monitored with LEED, and the surface was observed to reconstruct back to the 1x1 structure. This is
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interesting considering ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene sit in fcc 3-fold sites. Because it appears that the C-H bond of di-σ bonded ethylene is unperturbed on the Pt(100) surface as compared with the Pt(111) surface, it is likely that ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene hold the 3-fold site in place as it first adsorbs on the Pt(100)(5x20) surface.

_High Pressure Ethylene Hydrogenation_

High pressure ethylene hydrogenation reactions were performed on both the Pt(111) and Pt(100) surfaces by introducing 100 Torr of H₂, 35 Torr of ethylene, and 625 Torr of He. The temperature of the crystal was maintained at room temperature as SFG spectra were acquired and gas phase analysis was measured using GC. The measured turnover rates were measured to be 11±1 and 12±1 molecules/site/second for Pt(111) and Pt(100), respectively. The fitted SFG spectra for ethylene hydrogenation on Pt(111) and Pt(100) are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, respectively. Both ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene are the main features on both crystal faces. The measured strengths of the vibrational mode (A_q) are shown in parenthesis at the end of the indicated species names next to the peaks. From the values of A_q, it is observed that the ratio of ethylidyne to di-σ bonded ethylene is different on the two crystal surfaces. On Pt(111), the values of A_q for ethylidyne(4.0) and di-σ bonded ethylene(5.0) are roughly the same, where as the value of A_q for di-σ bonded ethylene(2.1) on Pt(100) is roughly three time as large as ethylidyne(5.7). This indicates that the relative concentration of ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene are different on the two surfaces, essentially demonstrating that there is a higher concentration of ethylidyne on the
Figure 4.6  SFG spectrum of Pt(111) under ethylene hydrogenation conditions: 35 Torr of ethylene, 100 Torr of H₂, and 635 Torr of He. Aq is the value of the fitted amplitude for the peak.[12]
Figure 4.7  SFG spectrum of Pt(100) under ethylene hydrogenation conditions: 35 Torr of ethylene, 100 Torr of H₂, and 635 Torr of He. Aq is the value of the fitted amplitude for the peak.
Pt(111) surface. Noticing that the relative concentrations of these species are different for the two crystal faces while their turnover rates are essentially the same, indicates that neither ethylidyne or di-σ bonded ethylene are the reactive intermediates on the surface.

The most likely reactive intermediates for ethylene hydrogenation are weakly bound species such as π-bonded ethylene and ethyl. Under the conditions reported above, the only evidence of a weakly bound species is a shoulder at 2850 cm⁻¹ on both surfaces, which corresponds to the fermi resonance of an ethyl species. The combined coverage of ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene is approximately 35% of a monolayer, or between 60 and 70% of a saturation coverage. Because there is a high concentration of ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene, the concentration of the active surface intermediates may be at the detection limits of SFG. It is important to note that the concentration of the reactive intermediates are most likely the same on both surfaces since the reaction rate for ethylene hydrogenation is the same on both surfaces.

SFG spectra during ethylene hydrogenation with high pressures of H₂ and high temperatures show stronger evidence that ethyl species (2925 cm⁻¹) and π-bonded ethylene (3000 cm⁻¹) exist under reaction conditions as shown in Figure 4.8. At these pressures, the rate of hydrogenation is substantially higher and so the concentration of surface intermediates must be higher. Clearly, in the spectra for both Pt(111) and Pt(100), the concentration of di-σ bonded ethylene and ethylidyne are considerably smaller as shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 and so there is a larger number of sites.
Figure 4.8  SFG spectra of Pt(111)\cite{12} and Pt(100) under high-pressure ethylene hydrogenation conditions. Weakly bonded species π-bonded ethylene and ethyl are observed.
available for ethylene hydrogenation. From the data presented, the proposed reaction pathway for ethylene hydrogenation is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 Proposed reaction pathway for ethylene hydrogenation. The active reaction intermediates are ethyl and π-bonded ethylene. 12
Conclusions

In the results discussed above, it is clear that SFG is a unique tool that allows the detection of vibrational spectra of adsorbed molecules present on single crystal surfaces under catalytic reaction conditions. Not only is it possible to detect active surface intermediates, it is also possible to detect spectator species which are not responsible for the measured turnover rates. By correlating high-pressure SFG spectra under reaction conditions and GC kinetic data, it is possible to determine which species are important under reaction intermediates.

Because of the flexibility of this technique for studying surface intermediates, it is possible to determine how the structures of single crystal surfaces affect the observed rates of catalytic reactions. As an example of a structure insensitive reaction, ethylene hydrogenation was explored on both Pt(111) and Pt(100). The rates were determined to be essentially the same. It was observed that both ethylidyne and di-σ bonded ethylene were present on the surface under reaction conditions on both crystals, although in different concentrations. This result shows that these two species are not responsible for the measured turnover rate, as it would be expected that one of the two crystals would be more active than the other, since the concentration of the surface intermediate would be different on the two crystals. The most likely active intermediates are weakly adsorbed molecules such as π-bonded ethylene and ethyl. These species are not easily detected because their concentration lies at the detection
limit of SFG. The SFG spectra and GC data essentially show that ethylene hydrogenation is structure insensitive for Pt(111) and Pt(100).

SFG has proven to be a unique and excellent technique for studying adsorbed species on single crystal surfaces under high-pressure catalytic reactions. Coupled with kinetic data obtained from gas chromatography measurements, it can give much insight into how the structure of a single crystal surface affects the chemistry of a catalytic reaction by detecting surface species under reaction conditions.
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Chapter 5: Cyclohexene Dehydrogenation: A Structure Sensitive Case

Introduction

Before the advent of SFG, there have been many different types of spectroscopies used to study the adsorption of cyclohexene on Pt surfaces. These spectroscopic methods include EELS, HREELS, and IRAS. The results of these studies show that cyclohexene dehydrogenates to form benzene through a \( \text{C}_6\text{H}_9 \) intermediate. The techniques used in these studies are limited to low-pressure studies and it possible that there are different reactive intermediates on Pt surfaces under high-pressure catalytic reaction conditions. Because of this limitation, it was not possible to investigate the effect of the surface structure during cyclohexene dehydrogenation under reaction conditions. In order to determine the effect of structure, a high-pressure technique such as SFG is needed.

Using SFG, a comparison between cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation over Pt(111) and Pt(100)(5x20) single crystals at high pressures and temperatures is made to determine how the surface structure influences these reactions. In addition, as a reference to high-pressure experiments, cyclohexene on Pt UHV experiments were performed on both crystals to determine how structure affects adsorption of cyclohexene. Under high-pressure reaction conditions, cyclohexene
dehydrogenation and hydrogenation occurred through 1,3-cyclohexadiene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene surface intermediates whose relative concentration changed with platinum surface structure. Since the rate of cyclohexene dehydrogenation was faster through 1,3-cyclohexadiene, and 1,3-cyclohexadiene was the dominant species on the (100) crystal face of platinum, the rate of benzene formation was greater on that catalyst surface. The Pt(111) surface had both 1,3-cyclohexadiene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene present under reaction conditions.

Experimental

The single crystals were cleaned as described in Chapter 3. Once the surface was determined to be clean by Auger electron spectroscopy, both UHV adsorption and high-pressure reactions were performed. UHV adsorption experiments were performed to correlate SFG results with previous vibrational spectroscopy results on Pt(111) and Pt(100). Also, UHV results are useful for understanding spectra obtained under high-pressure reactions. These UHV experiments consisted of dosing 20 L of cyclohexene, which was first purified by the freeze-pump-thaw method, at 130 K. SFG spectra were then acquired at 130 K and then the sample was incrementally flashed to higher temperatures and cooled back to 130 K for further SFG experiments. For high-pressure experiments, the bell jar was sealed off from the pumps, and 10 Torr of cyclohexene, 100 Torr of hydrogen, and 650 Torr of He were introduced into the chamber. After the initial room temperature SFG spectra and GC data was acquired, the sample was then
heated in 25 degree increments up to 600 K while monitoring spectroscopic changes of surface species using SFG and monitoring the gas composition.

Results and Discussion

**UHV Adsorption Experiments**

A clean Pt(111) crystal was exposed to 20 L of cyclohexene at 130 K, and a SFG spectrum was acquired. The sample was then annealed to consecutively higher temperatures and allowed to cool back to 130 K, after which SFG spectra were taken. The results are shown in Figure 5.1. At 130 K, the SFG spectrum is similar to the IR/Raman spectra of liquid-phase cyclohexene. The peaks at 2875 and 2958 cm\(^{-1}\) are assigned to C-H stretch modes, and the peak at 2918 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to a Fermi resonance (\(\nu_s + 2\nu_{\text{def}}\)) of the bending mode of C-H groups.

As a free molecule, cyclohexene has a double bond and a half-chair conformation with \(C_2\) symmetry. Cyclohexene adsorbs by donating its \(\pi\)-electron density to the metal as it bonds to the surface. As a result of the different electronic coupling with the carbon ring, the equatorial C-H appears at a higher stretching frequency than the axial C-H. Except for a small shift in frequencies, this spectrum is also nearly identical to the Raman spectrum of deuterated cyclohexene \(3,3,6,6-d_4\). In the deuterated molecule, the vibrational features arise from CH\(_2\) groups at the C\(_4\) and C\(_5\) positions, and therefore the peaks observed in the SFG spectra are assigned to C-H bonds at C\(_4\) and C\(_5\). Because features corresponding to C\(_3\) and C\(_6\) C-H bonds were not observed, it is believed that these bonds are parallel to the surface and not observed.
Figure 5.1  SFG spectra of Pt(111) after being exposed to 20 L of cyclohexene.\[6\]
because of the metal surface selection rule. Furthermore, because the SFG spectrum appears to be that of a molecular species it is believed that cyclohexene is $\pi/\sigma$ hybridized as it adsorbs.

As the sample was heated, the $\pi/\sigma$ hybridized cyclohexene was up to a temperature of 200 K, where upon a change in the SFG spectrum was observed. At 217 K, two new peaks with slightly higher intensity were observed, at 2860 and 2945 cm$^{-1}$. Others have observed a similar change in the spectrum, and is explained as the conversion of the $\pi/\sigma$ bonded species to a di-$\sigma$ bonded cyclohexene. The shift in the two species is probably due to the electronic effect as the hybridization of the double bond has changed from sp$^2$ to sp$^3$. The higher intensities of these two peaks relative to those of the previous example probably result because the di-$\sigma$ bonded species is more nearly perpendicular to the metal surface than its $\pi/\sigma$ bonded predecessor.

The SFG spectra recorded at temperatures above 217 K remained relatively unchanged until about 283 K, where upon the two spectral features shifted to 2955 and 2863 cm$^{-1}$. Dehydrogenation of the di-$\sigma$ bonded cyclohexene species is inferred to have occurred, and the new peaks are believed to be associated with a $\pi$-allyl c-C$_6$H$_9$ species, as observed by others. The strong feature at 2955 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to the equatorial C-H stretching in the c-C$_6$H$_9$ species. The proposed C$_6$H$_9$ structure shows the equatorial C-H on C$_4$ and C$_6$ as perpendicular to the surface, and this structure explains the high intensity of this peak.

The C$_6$H$_9$ intermediate was observed on the surface up to a temperature of 371 K, and at higher temperatures more dehydrogenation occurred, as evidenced by the
greatly attenuated spectral intensity and the appearance of a feature at 3025 cm\(^{-1}\). This
new feature is indicative of a sp²-hybridized CH stretch and may arise from benzene or other decomposition products on the surface. The dehydrogenation temperature in this investigation was slightly higher than those reported previously, and the difference suggests site blocking effects associated with the relatively high coverage of cyclohexene used in this investigation. Only at higher temperatures will desorption and decomposition occur, freeing up active dehydrogenation sites.

A similar experiment was performed on a Pt(100)(5x20) single crystal exposed to 4 L of cyclohexene at 130 K (Figure 5.2). The SFG spectrum observed at this temperature is practically identical to those observed with the Pt(111) crystal; cyclohexene adsorbs through the double bond in a π/σ hybridization. Again, the peaks at 2875 and 2960 cm⁻¹ correspond to ν(CH) at C₄ and C₅, and the feature at 2915 cm⁻¹ may indicate a Fermi resonance (νₛ + 2νₐₑₜ). As the sample was heated to temperatures above 200 K, differences were seen between the SFG spectra of the adsorbates on Pt(111) and Pt(100). In contrast to the peak shift observed for the species on Pt(111), the peaks at 2875 and 2960 cm⁻¹ representing the species on Pt(100) did not shift their positions. Furthermore, on the Pt(111) surface, the feature at 2918 cm⁻¹ disappeared, whereas the feature at 2915 cm⁻¹ in the spectrum of the species on Pt(100) actually became more intense. Bradshaw et al. used IR spectroscopy to observe the same effect on a Pt(100)(5x20) crystal. On the basis of EELS data representing the same surface, Bradshaw et al. believe that cyclohexene undergoes a conformational change from the half-chair to the half-boat structure. With this conformational change, the axial hydrogen atoms at the C₃ and C₆ become perpendicular to the metal surface, and
Figure 5.3 The temperature dependence of cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation turnover rates under 10 Torr cyclohexene, 100 Torr of H\textsubscript{2}, and 650 Torr He on Pt(111).
Figure 5.4 The temperature dependence of cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation turnover rates under 10 Torr cyclohexene, 100 Torr of H₂, and 650 Torr He on Pt(100).
therefore the corresponding peaks in the vibrational spectra become more intense. As the Pt(100) crystal was heated to about 300 K, there were no more features observed in the SFG spectrum, and the surface was probably covered with benzene.

*High Pressure Cyclohexene Hydrogenation and Dehydrogenation*

To mimic a high-pressure industrial reaction, a platinum single crystal was placed into a UHV chamber/batch reactor and cleaned by conventional methods. Into the reactor, 10 Torr of cyclohexene, 100 Torr of hydrogen, and 650 Torr of He were introduced. The sample was heated to temperatures between 300 and 600 K while changes in the spectra of surface species were monitored by using SFG, and the gas composition was monitored by gas chromatography. Turnover rates were determined from the chromatographic data at each temperature, as shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 for cyclohexene on Pt(111) and Pt(100), respectively. At 300 K, the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation TORs were found to be negligible. Upon heating of the crystal sample, the hydrogenation TOR increased and reached a maximum of 78 molecules per platinum site per second at 400 K for Pt(111) and a maximum of 38 molecules per platinum site per second at 425 K for Pt(100). Near the temperature of the maximum hydrogenation TOR on either crystal, the dehydrogenation TOR began to increase while the hydrogenation rate began to decrease with increasing temperature. On Pt(111), the maximum dehydrogenation TOR is 58 molecules per platinum site per second at 475 K, and on Pt(100), the maximum dehydrogenation TOR was 75 molecules per platinum site per second at 500 K.

Assuming that the dehydrogenation TOR is negligible in the region of increasing hydrogenation TOR, the activation energies for cyclohexene hydrogenation
Figure 5.5 SFG spectra of reaction intermediates adsorbed on Pt(111) during cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation under 10 Torr cyclohexene, 100 Torr of H₂, and 650 Torr He.\textsuperscript{6}
Figure 5.6 SFG spectra of reaction intermediates adsorbed on Pt(100) during cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation under 10 Torr cyclohexene, 100 Torr of H\textsubscript{2}, and 650 Torr He.
were calculated to be 8.9 and 15.5 kcal/mol for Pt(111) and Pt(100) respectively. As the temperature was increased above the cyclohexene hydrogenation rate maximum, the hydrogenation rate decreased as the dehydrogenation rate increased. This result may indicate that the numbers of active surface sites for the two processes change or the concentration of hydrogen on the surface changed. Otherwise, the hydrogenation reaction rate would obey the Arrhenius law over the entire temperature range.

While the catalytic reactions were being performed, SFG spectra were collected. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the SFG spectra for the temperature at which the gases were introduced into the chamber, the spectra for the maximum hydrogenation TOR, and the spectra for the maximum dehydrogenation TOR. In the spectrum of the adsorbates on Pt(111) (Figure 5.5) at 295 K, a sharp feature was observed at 2755 cm\(^{-1}\). This feature at 2755 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to 1,4-cyclohexadiene. We stress that there is no evidence of a c-C\(_6\)H\(_9\) intermediate species, as was observed under UHV conditions. The major features of the species on Pt(100) at 300 K (Figure 5.6), are assigned to 1,3-cyclohexadiene; a weak accompanying feature at about 2780 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to 1,4-cyclohexadiene.

At the maximum hydrogenation TOR, at 403 K and 425 K for Pt(111) and Pt(100), respectively, the two similar SFG spectra indicate the presence of 1,3-cyclohexadiene as the major surface species. This spectral evidence indicates that cyclohexene hydrogenation proceeds through a 1,3-cyclohexadiene intermediate. As the temperature was increased to the maximum of the dehydrogenation TOR, the SFG spectra of adsorbates on the two crystal surfaces again became different from each other. The spectrum of the species on Pt(111) indicates the presence of both 1,3- and
1,4-cyclohexadiene, whereas only 1,3-cyclohexadiene was observed on Pt(100). Considering the differences in the two SFG spectra and the difference of the TORs for the maximum dehydrogenation, reaction pathways are proposed for dehydrogenation on each platinum surface. On Pt(111), cyclohexene dehydrogenation can proceed through either a 1,3- or 1,4-cyclohexadiene intermediate, whereas on Pt(100) dehydrogenation only occurs through a 1,3-cyclohexadiene intermediate. Figure 5.7 shows the difference of the reaction pathways for the two surfaces.

![Figure 5.7 Reaction pathways for high-pressure cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation for Pt(111) and Pt(100).](image)

Because cyclohexene dehydrogenation occurs faster on Pt(100) than on Pt(111), and because 1,4-cyclohexadiene is absent from the Pt(100) surface, it is believed that 1,4-cyclohexadiene inhibits dehydrogenation on the Pt(111) surface. This inference is
reasonable considering that 1,4-cyclohexadiene conceivably must isomerize to 1,3-cyclohexadiene before it is completely dehydrogenated to form benzene.

Conclusions

Under UHV conditions, cyclohexene is dehydrogenated to benzene through a C₆H₆ intermediate, but under high-pressure conditions, this reaction intermediate is not observed. By comparing the structure sensitivity of cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation on Pt(111) and Pt(100) at high-pressure, SFG data and corresponding kinetics data showed that hydrogenation occurs on both surfaces through a 1,3-cyclohexadiene intermediate. Dehydrogenation occurs faster on Pt(100) than on Pt(111), and from an examination of the SFG spectra, it became clear that both 1,3-cyclohexadiene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene exist on Pt(111), whereas only 1,3-cyclohexadiene exists on Pt(100). The evidence shows that dehydrogenation occurs faster through the 1,3-cyclohexadiene species than through the 1,4-cyclohexadiene species, and it may explain why the Pt(100) surface gives a higher TOR. There are not active sites blocked by 1,4-cyclohexadiene on Pt(100), but there are on Pt(111). The structure sensitivity can be explained by the predominance of one of the two reaction intermediates, which provides a more rapid reaction pathway than the other reaction intermediate.
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Chapter 6: Structure Sensitivity of CO Dissociation

Introduction

Much of our knowledge of carbon monoxide structure and bonding on transition metal surfaces comes from high vacuum or low-pressure studies using low energy electron diffraction surface crystallography and electron and vibrational spectroscopies. Simple rules were proposed that divided transition metal surfaces into two groups; one that dissociates CO and the other that does not. Platinum was placed in the group that does not dissociate CO. As early as 1976 there was evidence for CO dissociation on a kinked surface of platinum from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicating CO dissociation is surface structure sensitive. It is well known that many transition metals form stable carbonyl compounds at high-pressure of CO. Some of these (e.g., Fe(CO)₅ and Ni(CO)₄) have high vapor pressures and are stable gas phase species. Platinum also forms carbonyls that have been synthesized and their structures have been determined. It is clear from reviewing the literature that the interaction of CO with platinum at high CO pressures will be very different as compared to its low pressure adsorption on the Pt(111) crystal face where it occupies top sites and bridge sites. In fact STM studies at high CO pressures and at 300 K detected the formation of a (5 x 1) CO surface structure corresponding to an incommensurate CO overlayer that has not been seen at low pressures.
In this work we report on CO adsorption and dissociation at high (40 Torr) CO pressure and as a function of temperature on three different single crystal surfaces of platinum, Pt(111), Pt(557) and Pt(100). We find that CO dissociation occurs on all three crystal faces with decreasing temperature at 673 K, 548 K, and 500 K, respectively. Dissociation occurs by the Boudouard reaction $2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{C} + \text{CO}_2$ and carbon deposition is readily observed on the three metal surfaces. There is evidence for platinum-carbonyl compound formation and for roughening of the platinum surface at the temperatures where CO dissociation occurs. It appears that the onset of CO dissociation coincides with the onset of platinum atom mobility inducing the formation of surface defects, steps and kinks, which become the sites for CO dissociation. The reaction is surface structure sensitive, with the (100) platinum surface dissociating CO at the lowest temperature, followed by the stepped (557) surface that has terraces of (111) orientation, and then the (111) crystal face.

Experimental

As described in Chapter 3, the samples were cleaned in UHV by repeated cycles of $\text{Ar}^+$ bombardment followed by exposure of $5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr of $\text{O}_2$ at 1125 K for two minutes. The sample was then annealed at 1135 K for one minute. After the sample was determined to be clean by Auger spectroscopy, CO (Scott Specialty) was introduced through a gas manifold system. The CO had an initial purity of 99.99% and was further purified by passing it through a zeolite trap cooled with liquid nitrogen. During high-pressure catalytic reactions, the sample was isolated from the vacuum.
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Figure 6.1 SFG spectrum of Pt(111) after a 4L exposure of CO.

pumps by a gate valve. For SFG experiments, the chamber had input and output
windows made of CaF$_2$ to allow the IR light to enter the chamber.

After the sample was cleaned, the single crystal of interest was exposed to 4 L of CO and sum frequency generation (SFG) spectra were acquired and averaged to compare with previous low-pressure results. Once the low-pressure spectra were acquired, the sample was then exposed to 40 Torr of CO at 300 K. SFG spectra were then acquired as a function of temperature as the sample was heated.

Results

**CO adsorption and decomposition on Pt(111)**

Before any high-pressure studies are performed by SFG, control experiments under UHV conditions are first performed to reproduce results previously observed under UHV conditions. A Pt(111) single crystal was mounted into the UHV chamber and cleaned as described earlier. Once the crystal was shown to be clean by Auger spectroscopy, the surface was exposed to 4 L (1 L = 10$^{-6}$ Torr/sec) of CO. An SFG spectrum was acquired and is shown in **Figure 6.1**. A single resonance was observed at 2095 cm$^{-1}$ and agrees with previous results. This resonance is assigned to a c(4 $\times$ 2) array of CO adsorbed linearly on top site platinum sites.

An advantage of SFG over other vibrational spectroscopy techniques is that the gas phase does not contribute to the SFG signal. This means that single crystal surfaces can be probed with SFG while they are exposed to high-pressure CO as long as the SFG signal is properly normalized with a gas phase IR spectrum to take into account IR
Figure 6.2  SFG spectra of Pt(111) as a function of temperature under 40 Torr of CO.
Figure 6.3 SFG spectra of Pt(111) under 40 Torr of CO at 300 K. The top spectrum is after heating to 673 K, showing an irreversible change in the heating and cooling cycle.
beam absorption by CO gas. After the Pt(111) surface was characterized under UHV conditions, 40 Torr of CO was introduced into the chamber. At 300 K under a pressure of 40 Torr of CO, a single resonance is observed in the SFG spectrum (Figure 6.2). This resonance is observed at 2097 cm\(^{-1}\). The surface was then gradually heated sequentially to higher temperatures at which time SFG spectra were acquired. Each spectrum shown is the average of three scans unless noted otherwise. As the sample is heated up to 623 K, the spectrum slowly shifts to 2081 cm\(^{-1}\). If the sample is cooled back down to 300 K after being heated to 623 K, the CO peak recovers with the same frequency and intensity as observed before the heating cycle. When the sample is heated to 673 K, the SFG spectra evolves with time by shifting to 2052 cm\(^{-1}\) and decreasing in intensity with consecutive spectra. The sample was then cooled back down to 300 K. As shown in Figure 6.3, the CO peak does not recover to the same frequency as compared to the CO spectra before the temperature cycle, but the amplitudes relative to the 4L spectrum are the same. This shows that there is an irreversible change in the heating and cooling cycle when the sample is heated to 673 K. After heating to 673 K, the chamber was quickly evacuated to 5 \times 10^{-8} \text{Torr}, and an Auger spectrum of the Pt(111) surface was acquired. The Auger spectrum was dominated by carbon at 273 eV. From these results, it seems clear that Pt(111) is capable of dissociating CO to leave carbon on the surface under high temperatures and high-pressures of CO.

**CO adsorption and decomposition on Pt(557)**

A Pt(557) single crystal surface was also studied for CO dissociation properties. This is a stepped Pt surface in which there are 6 atom wide terraces of (111) orientation and
Figure 6.4 SFG spectra of a 4L exposure of CO on Pt(557). The sample was flashed to the temperatures noted to reveal CO adsorbed on either terrace or step sites.
single atom high steps of (100) orientation. This surface was chosen since various stepped platinum surfaces have been shown to dissociate CO under UHV conditions. It was expected that the stepped Pt(557) surface would dissociate CO at lower temperatures than was observed for Pt(111) when exposed to 40 Torr of CO.

A Pt(557) crystal was mounted into the vacuum system and cleaned as described earlier. After the surface was shown to be clean by Auger spectroscopy, the crystal was exposed 4 Langmuir (L) of CO at 293K. Three SFG spectra were acquired and averaged. After fitting the averaged spectrum with equation 1, a single resonance at 2095 cm\(^{-1}\) with a fwhm of 11 cm\(^{-1}\) was observed (Figure 6.4). It is known that CO adsorbs on both terrace sites and on step edges on Pt(557) as revealed by temperature programmed desorption experiments. CO is observed to desorb at 423K for the terrace sites, and at 498K for step sites. Since only one feature is observed in the SFG spectrum at saturation coverage, the SFG spectrum is indicative of a two-dimensional domain composed of CO molecules adsorbed at both step and terrace sites. To determine whether just CO adsorbed on stepped edges could be observed by SFG, the surface was flashed sequentially to higher temperatures and cooled back down to 293K at which point SFG spectra were acquired (Figure 6.4). The sample was flashed to 423K, the desorption temperature of CO on terrace sites, and immediately cooled back down to 293K. The fitted SFG spectrum shows a single feature at 2084 cm\(^{-1}\) with a fwhm of 17 cm\(^{-1}\). The lower frequency and broad peak may indicate that there was not a total desorption of terrace site CO. Incomplete desorption would leave both two-dimensional domains of CO adsorbed on terrace sites and one-dimensional domains of CO adsorbed on the step edges. The SFG spectrum is believed to be
Figure 6.5  SFG spectra of Pt(557) as a function of temperature under 40 Torr of CO.
Figure 6.6 SFG spectra of Pt(557) under 40 Torr of CO at 548 K. The CO top-site peak decreases as a function of time.
Figure 6.7  SFG spectra of Pt(557) under 40 Torr of CO at 300 K. The top spectrum is after heating to 548 K, showing an irreversible change in the heating and cooling cycle.
composed of two peaks that are not resolved due to the resolution of the instrument. This could explain why the peak is broader than the peak observed directly after the 4L exposure.

The crystal was then flashed to higher temperatures. After flashing to 448 K, a feature at 2075 cm$^{-1}$ is observed with a fwhm of 12 cm$^{-1}$. This spectrum indicates that there is now complete desorption of CO from the terrace sites, leaving just 1 dimensional domains of adsorbed CO at the step edges. This spectrum remains
unchanged at higher temperatures until 498K, the desorption temperature of CO adsorbed at step edges, where the peak intensity and position change dramatically. A small peak is observed at 2053 cm\(^{-1}\), and this frequency is due to the low coverage of CO at this temperature. If the crystal is heated above 498K, no resonance is observed. Auger spectroscopy then reveals a clean Pt(557) surface and no evidence of CO decomposition is observed.

For high-pressure CO studies, the Pt(557) single crystal was cleaned, and then exposed to 40 Torr of CO. After the CO was introduced into the chamber, an SFG spectrum was acquired. A single resonance at 2100 cm\(^{-1}\) is observed at 300K (Figure 6.5). As the sample is heated up to 523K, the resonance shifts to 2082 cm\(^{-1}\) with a slight decrease in intensity. When the sample is heated to 548 K, a dramatic effect is observed in the spectra (Figure 6.5). The peak position shifts to 2077 cm\(^{-1}\), and as the sample is held at 548 K, the peak position remains unchanged, but the peak intensity decreases significantly over time. The crystal was then cooled back to room temperature, and a single resonance is observed at 2090 cm\(^{-1}\). The amplitudes relative to the 4L spectrum are essentially the same (Figure 6.7) before and after the heating and cooling cycle. An irreversible change was also observed for the heating and cooling cycle on Pt(557). The chamber was then quickly pumped down to 5 \times 10^{-8} Torr and an Auger electron spectrum was acquired. The Auger spectrum was completely dominated by a carbon peak at 279 eV (Figure 6.8). Similar to the results on Pt(111), CO also appears to dissociate on Pt(557) under 40 Torr of CO, but at a lower temperature.
**CO adsorption and dissociation on Pt(100)**

Pt(100) was also used to explore the dissociation of CO. When a Pt(100) surface is cleaned and prepared properly, the outermost layer of Pt atoms will reconstruct to form what is known as a pseudo-hexagonal Pt(100)-(5 × 20) structure. Once the surface coverage of CO increases to above 0.5 ML, this hexagonal surface reconstructs back to the Pt(100)-(1 × 1) square surface structure.

A Pt(100) surface was mounted into the UHV chamber and cleaned as described earlier. Once the surface was shown to be clean with Auger spectroscopy, the surface was observed to be the reconstructed (5 x 20) hex Pt(100) by LEED. The surface was then exposed to 4L of CO. A single resonance at 2092 cm⁻¹ was observed and is shown in Figure 6.9. This frequency is assigned to atop (4 x 2) CO phase on unreconstructed (1 x 1) Pt(100).

The Pt(100) surface was then exposed to 40 Torr of CO. At 298 K, a single resonance at 2100 cm⁻¹ was observed. The sample was then gradually heated to 450 K and a slight shift to 2086 cm⁻¹ was observed with little change in intensity (Figure 6.10). If the sample was then cooled from this temperature back down to 300 K, the CO peak recovers to 2100 cm⁻¹ and so the heating cycle shows reversibility up to 450 K. The surface was heated to 500 K and a dramatic change in the SFG spectra is observed. The peak immediately red shifts 20 cm⁻¹ to 2065 cm⁻¹ with a slight decrease in intensity. With consecutive SFG spectra at 500 K, the peak is observed to quickly lose its intensity as a function of time (Figure 6.11) and shifts to 2055 cm⁻¹. The Pt(100) crystal was then cooled back to 300 K, and again, an
Figure 6.9  SFG spectrum of Pt(100) after a 4L exposure of CO.
Figure 6.10  SFG spectra of Pt(100) as a function of temperature under 40 Torr of CO.
Figure 6.11  SFG spectrum of Pt(100) under 40 Torr of CO at 500 K. The peak shifts and decreases as a function of time.
Figure 6.12  SFG spectra of Pt(100) under 40 Torr of CO at 300 K. The top spectrum is after heating to 500 K, showing an irreversible change in the heating and cooling cycle.
irreversible change is observed. The spectrum after the heating and cooling cycle is red shifted to 2091 cm$^{-1}$ and is much broader, but the amplitude is about the same. The chamber was then evacuated and an Auger spectrum was acquired revealing the surface was covered with carbon. Pt(100) also dissociates CO under high-pressure, but at a considerably lower temperature as compared to Pt(111) and Pt(557).

Discussion

From the results presented above, when a platinum single crystal is exposed to 40 Torr of CO, the CO SFG peak is observed to red shift to lower frequency as a function of increasing temperature. Once a critical temperature is reached, the CO peak intensity will decrease rapidly as a function of time, and if heated long enough, the peak will disappear completely. The CO top-site frequency is plotted against the heating temperature in Figure 6.13 for these three surfaces. As evident from this dissociation trend, Pt(111) is the least active for dissociating CO as the dissociation occurs at the highest temperature (673 K). Pt(100) is the most active as it has the lowest temperature for CO dissociation (500 K). The activity of the Pt(557) crystal lies between the activity of the Pt(111) and Pt(100) crystal.

There have been many studies that investigated the interaction of CO and platinum single crystals under UHV conditions and most of these studies agree that CO will not dissociate on low miller index surfaces of platinum. However, there have been studies that have shown evidence of CO dissociation on platinum surfaces that contain
There are several different adsorption sites available on Pt step and kink sites. Figure 6.13 CO top-site frequency as a function of temperature for Pt(111), Pt(557) and Pt(100) under 40 Torr of CO.
single crystal surfaces with kink and step sites. Using vibrational spectroscopy to probe the stretching frequency of CO adsorbed on these stepped and kinked surfaces, it has been found that the CO stretching frequency is lower if it is adsorbed on stepped or kink sites than CO on terrace sites. This observation means that CO is more strongly bound to these sites, which inherently causes the C≡O bond to weaken. This makes it easier to break the CO bond and deposit carbon on the surface.

Iwasawa and coworkers showed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) that adsorbed CO dissociates on a stepped Pt(6(111) × (710)) surface. Using a spherical single crystal, Li and coworkers showed CO dissociated on various surfaces of the sphere with step edges and kink sites. For the Pt(210) face of the sphere, the observed CO dissociation begins around 380 K. Park and coworkers used XPS to observe CO dissociation on Pt(410) around 450 K.

From these adsorption studies on Pt, it becomes clear that step and kink sites are needed to dissociate CO. Thus, a low Miller index crystal face will not dissociate CO under UHV conditions. With the advent of high-pressure surface sensitive techniques such as sum frequency generation surface vibrational spectroscopy (SFG), it is now possible to observe the behavior of CO dissociation from UHV pressures to near atmospheric pressures. Previously in this group, it was found using SFG and Auger electron spectroscopy that CO does dissociate on Pt(111) under high pressure (400 Torr) and high temperature (~673 K). It was shown that high-pressures of CO could roughen or anneal the surface depending on the surface temperature.

In this previous study of Pt(111) under the presence of 400 Torr of CO, a red shift was observed for the top site CO peak as the sample was heated. It was explained
that this red shift was most likely due to anharmonic coupling to the frustrated translation mode. This model explains that a temperature dependent red shift could result from vibrational dephasing, which is due to a rapid energy exchange between low frequency modes of the adsorbed molecule and substrate that are anharmonically coupled to the top site vibrational mode. Essentially, because of the mobility of CO molecules at high-temperatures, dephasing of the harmonic coupling occurs.

In this current study under 40 Torr, a similar red shift for the top-site CO frequency was also observed for each crystal, although, the red shift was not as large for the Pt(557) crystal. It is likely that anharmonic coupling to the frustrated translational mode is only partly responsible for the observed red shift. Surface roughening could also account for a portion of the red shift that was observed. Brandt and coworkers showed that the CO frequency is not only dependent on the harmonic coupling between CO molecules; it is also dependent on the coordination number (n) of platinum atoms in which the top-site CO is adsorbed. For n=9, which corresponds to platinum atoms on (111) terraces, and a coverage of 0.33 ML, Brandt and coworkers calculated a top-site CO frequency of 2098 cm⁻¹. For n=6, which corresponds to platinum atoms at kink sites, they calculate a top-site CO frequency of 2076 cm⁻¹. As the coordination number decreases below 6, the data extrapolates to even lower frequencies. It is possible that as the temperature is raised in the presence of high pressures of CO, the surface slowly roughens, decreasing the coordination to a point where platinum binary carbonyls can form to facilitate the dissociation of CO.

It is believed that the red shift observed at temperatures up to the CO dissociation temperature is due to anharmonic coupling to the frustrated vibration
mode. At the temperature at which CO dissociation begins to occur, the surface is roughened to form step and kink sites through the production of platinum carbonyls. The frequency shift at this temperature is then believed to be a result of a decrease in the coordination number of platinum surface atoms.

Dipole coupling has been ruled out as a possible explanation for the observed red shift. The dipole coupling argument explains that the observed CO top site stretching frequency is a function of coverage. As the coverage increases, the frequency increases. The dipole coupling argument was ruled out because the fitted amplitudes, which depend partly on the CO coverage, did not change by more than 10%. This indicated the coverage at high temperatures was close to the same as the coverage at low temperatures. The specifics for CO dissociation over each crystal will now be discussed.

*Pt(111)*

Under 40 Torr of CO on Pt(111), the SFG spectrum changed as a function of temperature up to 623 K. This change was mainly a red shift in the frequency of the top-site CO peak and a slight decrease in the fitted amplitude of the peak. These results are very similar to results obtained on Pt(111) under 400 Torr of CO pressure and it is believed that the frequency shift is due to anharmonic coupling to the frustrated translational mode.

At 673 K, the SFG spectra changed as a function of time with the top site peak red shifting to 2052 cm\(^{-1}\) and becoming broader. The CO top-site frequency observed is very similar to platinum carbonyls (Pt(CO), Pt(CO)\(_2\), Pt(CO)\(_3\), which have been observed to exhibit CO stretching frequencies near 2055 cm\(^{-1}\)). Most likely at 673 K,
platinum carbonyls are being formed which could explain surface roughening. In order for platinum carbonyls to form, surface platinum atoms must be extracted from the surface array, which then decreases the coordination number of that platinum atom. The production of platinum carbonyls could be the driving force for surface roughening under high-pressure CO and high temperatures. Once this roughened surface is formed, CO dissociation can then occur on defect sites.

When the crystal is cooled back down to 300 K, an irreversible change in the heating and cooling cycle is observed. The frequency of the top site CO is now observed at 2080 cm\(^{-1}\), a 17 cm\(^{-1}\) red shift from the frequency observed before the heating cycle at 300 K. The fitted amplitude is essentially the same but the line width is broader, so it appears that CO is now adsorbed on a modified Pt(111) surface. The system was then pumped down to 5 \(\times\) 10\(^{-8}\) Torr, and Auger spectroscopy revealed a carbon-covered surface. The lower frequency and broader peak is due to CO co-adsorbed with carbon on the surface.

\(Pt(557)\)

CO dissociation occurs at a lower temperature on Pt(557) than on Pt(111) (548 vs. 673 K). It is known that step sites are much more active during catalysis, so it is no surprise that chemistry is done at a lower temperature on a surface with introduced defects. A similar shift in the CO top site frequency is observed up to 523 K as observed on Pt(111) which is attributed to anharmonic coupling to the frustrated translational mode.\(^\text{27,28}\) The difference between Pt(557) and Pt(111) is that once the Pt(557) surface is heated to 548 K, the top site CO frequency no longer shifts below 2077 cm\(^{-1}\), but the amplitude of the peak decreases over time. The SFG spectrum
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evolves differently for Pt(557) at the dissociation temperature as compared to Pt(111) and there does not appear to be any evidence for the production of platinum carbonyls as observed on Pt(111). Since it is most likely that step and kink sites are needed for CO dissociation, it requires the Pt(111) surface to be heated to 673 K in the presence of 40 Torr of CO to roughen the surface. Because the stepped Pt(557) surface already has introduced step sites, the surface does not need to be heated to a temperature to induce surface roughening and the production of binary carbonyls. This explains why the Pt(557) surface does not need to be heated to 673 K to dissociate CO as needed for Pt(111). The red shift is believed to be due to anharmonic coupling and not due to the decrease in coordination of platinum atoms because surface roughening is not occurring on Pt(557).

Pt(100)

Pt(100) exhibits the lowest temperature to dissociate CO. Under 40 Torr of CO, the dissociation temperature is observed to be 500 K. This temperature is considerably lower than dissociation observed on Pt(111). When a Pt(100) surface is properly cleaned, the outermost surface layer of metal atoms will reconstruct to form what is known as a pseudo-hexagonal Pt(100) (5 × 20) surface structure. This hexagonal surface structure will remain until CO or other contaminants such as NO are introduced to the surface at which time the surface reconstruction will lift to reveal the truncated square Pt(100) (1 × 1) surface. Because Pt(100) easily reconstructs, the surface atoms are most likely very mobile as compared to Pt(111), the lowest energy surface of Pt. Because of this, the surface atoms can roughen and produce platinum binary carbonyls at a much lower temperature.
Conclusions

Using sum frequency generation surface vibrational spectroscopy, the structure sensitivity of CO dissociation was investigated. The surface of platinum single crystals can either be roughened or annealed depending on the crystal temperature. It was found that CO dissociates at 673 K, 550 K, and 500 K for Pt(111), Pt(557) and Pt(100), respectively. The frequency of the top-site CO peak shifted to lower frequencies as the sample was heated above 300 K. Below the dissociation temperature, the frequency shift is attributed to anharmonic coupling to the frustrated translational mode. At the temperature where CO dissociation occurs, the frequency shifts to near 2055 cm\(^{-1}\), which is similar to the frequency observed for platinum carbonyl species. From UHV studies, it is known through the literature that CO will only dissociate on step or kink sites on platinum. Under 40 Torr of CO, Pt(111) and Pt(100) must be heated to a temperature at which the surface is roughened to produce step and kink sites by the production of platinum carbonyls, which may be the precursors to CO dissociation. Pt(557) is essentially a (111) surface with defects already introduced as steps. Because of this, the Pt(557) surface does not need to be heated to 673 K, the dissociation temperature on Pt(111), to produce defects. CO is able to dissociate on the steps of Pt(557) at a lower temperature than needed to roughen the surface through the production of platinum carbonyls. Pt(100) has the lowest dissociation temperature probably because the outermost surface platinum atoms are more mobile since the Pt(100) surface can easily reconstruct. Because of this mobility, the (100) surface can roughen at a lower temperature than the other two surfaces.
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Chapter 7: Structure Sensitivity of CO Oxidation Ignition

Introduction

In this work we discuss our recent findings of the mechanisms of CO oxidation. This is a total oxidation or combustion process that has been studied by experiments at low as well as at high pressures, and has been modeled by computer simulations. Platinum surfaces, which are excellent catalysts for this reaction (in addition to that of palladium) were the focus of most of these investigations.

Using SFG to study catalysis, we carried out CO oxidation over platinum single crystal surfaces, both flat ((111) and (100)) and stepped ((557)), to explore the structure sensitivity of the catalytic combustion process. High CO (40 Torr) and O$_2$ (100 Torr) pressures were used at temperatures in the 300 – 700 K range. These reaction conditions are similar to those utilized for CO combustion in the automobile catalytic converter or other catalytic combustion reactors. The reaction has two regimes, separated by the ignition point that depends both on the CO partial pressure and the platinum surface structure. Sum frequency generation was employed to monitor the reaction intermediates on the platinum surface during the reaction. Gas chromatography was used to monitor the gas composition as a function of time and temperature, thereby determining the reaction rates.
When CO oxidation experiments are performed, we find by SFG that the surface is covered with molecular CO occupying top platinum sites below ignition reaction conditions. At a particular temperature, the onset of ignition occurs, and the temperature can rise by several hundred degrees. This temperature coincides closely with the CO dissociation temperature, and so the ignition temperature is also structure sensitive. The ignition temperature also rises with CO pressure, an added complexity in the reaction mechanism. SFG spectra above the ignition temperature indicate that CO is absent from the surface. This can be interpreted assuming that the reaction is mass transport limited because of the rapid surface reaction rates and the platinum surfaces are oxygen covered, which reacts with impinging CO on impact.

Experimental

The platinum single crystals were mounted and prepared as described in Chapter 3. After the crystal was cleaned as determined by Auger electron spectroscopy, the crystals were exposed to 4L of CO. Vacuum SFG spectra were acquired to assure that the surface was prepared properly. The chamber was then isolated from the vacuum pumps and high-pressures of CO and O₂ were introduced into the chamber. Experiments either consisted of heating stepwise the crystal in the high-pressure gasses acquiring spectra at each temperature and measuring the oxidation rate, or the SFG intensity at a single frequency was monitored as a function of temperature to determine the ignition temperature.
Results

Under high-pressure reaction conditions, there are two activity regimes associated with CO oxidation, and an ignition temperature at which point the reaction becomes highly exothermic and self-sustaining separates these two regimes. Below the ignition temperature, the reaction rate is slow and above the ignition temperature, the reaction rate is high. From previous studies, it has been found that the ignition temperature depends on the relative concentrations of CO and O₂. In this work, we report the results of CO oxidation under a condition of 40 Torr CO and 100 Torr of O₂ for all three surfaces. The SFG spectra above and below the ignition temperature are considerably different as are the rates.

For all three surfaces, the SFG spectra are essentially the same when compared to each other for both above and below the ignition temperature. Below the ignition temperature, the top site CO peak slowly shifts as a function of temperature until the ignition temperature is reached. At the ignition temperature, the crystal temperature increases rapidly, and the top site CO peak decreases rapidly. Once above the ignition temperature, no spectral feature is observed under these pressure conditions. The specifics for CO oxidation on Pt(557) will now be discussed.

To begin the CO oxidation reaction on Pt(557), the crystal was cleaned as described above and 4L of CO was exposed of the surface. Once SFG spectra were obtained under UHV conditions, the sample was introduced to 40 Torr of CO, 100 Torr of O₂, and 630 Torr of He. SFG spectra were then acquired at 300K and then as a function of temperature up to 623 K. At 300 K, the top site CO peak was
Figure 7.1 SFG spectra of Pt(557) under 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O₂ and 630 Torr of He at temperatures below and above ignition.
Figure 7.2 SFG Spectra of CO on Pt(557) before and after ignition in the presence of 40 Torr of CO, 100 Torr of O₂ and 630 Torr of He.
at 2094 cm$^{-1}$. As the temperature was raised to 623 K the CO peak shifted to 2085 cm$^{-1}$. Around 640 K, the ignition temperature was reached, and the reaction became self-sustained and crystal temperature rose to 733 K. The ignition temperature was observed to be slightly dependent on the heating rate as the temperature approached the ignition point. An error of ±20 K was determined for the measured value of the ignition temperature. At the ignition point, the CO top site peak was no longer detectable, and the spectrum remained essentially free of any spectral features.

The sample was then cooled back down to room temperature to quench the reaction. The SFG spectra at 300 K before and after ignition are compared with the spectrum above the ignition temperature in Figure 7.2. The spectrum at 300 K after the reaction is essentially the same, indicating no irreversible process has occurred as a consequence of the CO oxidation reaction as compared to the CO decomposition experiment. Figure 7.3 monitors the SFG signal of the CO top site frequency at 2085 cm$^{-1}$ and temperature as a function of time. At 623 K, the SFG intensity is large compared to the baseline. The temperature is slowly ramped to the ignition point at which time the temperature increases rapidly, and the SFG intensity rapidly decreases to baseline. After 30 minutes, the sample was slowly cooled to quench the reaction and the SFG intensity did not recover until the temperature dropped below the ignition temperature.

As stated previously, the SFG spectra were very similar for all three crystals. However, the ignition temperature was considerably different for the Pt(100) surface as compared to the Pt(111) and Pt(557) surfaces. Table 1 compares the CO decomposition temperature and the CO oxidation ignition temperatures for the three
surfaces. As evident from the table, the Pt(100) surface decomposes CO near the same temperature that CO oxidation ignites under these reaction conditions. The ignition temperature for Pt(111) is considerably higher than on Pt(100), but not quite as high as the CO dissociation temperature for Pt(111). A similar trend for the structure sensitivity of both CO dissociation and ignition is observed in that both ignition and CO dissociation occur at a higher temperature for the (111) surface as compared to Pt(100). It is important to note that the CO ignition temperature for Pt(111) and Pt(557) are very similar to each other within experimental error indicating that CO oxidation occurs mainly on the (111) terraces. This agrees with other studies, which indicated that the (111) terrace sites are more important for CO oxidation than step sites.

![SFG signal and temperature vs. time](image)

Figure 7.3 SFG top site CO frequency and sample temperature as a function of time during CO oxidation. 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O₂.
Discussion

During the CO oxidation experiments under 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O₂, the reaction exhibits two different regimes, which are separated by an ignition temperature. Below the ignition temperature, the rate of CO₂ formation is slow ( < 20 molec/site/sec), and CO covers the surface. As the surface is heated, the ignition temperature is reached and the reaction becomes highly exothermic causing an uncontrolled increase in the crystal temperature. The CO₂ formation rate then becomes high ( > 1000 molec/site/sec) and the surface becomes oxygen covered. The transition between these two reactivity regimes is very fast.

Table 7-1  Comparison of CO dissociation temperature and CO oxidation ignition temperature for Pt(111), Pt(557) and Pt(100).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pt(100)</th>
<th>Pt(557)</th>
<th>Pt(111)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO Dissociation Temp.</strong> (40 Torr CO)</td>
<td>500 ±10 K</td>
<td>550 ±10 K</td>
<td>673 ± 10 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oxidation Ignition Temp.</strong> (40 Torr CO, 100 Torr O₂)</td>
<td>500 ± 20 K</td>
<td>640 ± 20 K</td>
<td>620 ± 20 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Below the ignition temperature, the reaction probably proceeds through a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism.

\[
CO_{(a)} + O_{(a)} \rightarrow CO_2_{(g)}
\]
This reaction is inhibited since it depends on atomically adsorbed oxygen. Molecular oxygen requires two sites to dissociate on Pt and if the surface is CO covered, the O\textsubscript{2} dissociation is inhibited.\[108x667\]

Above the ignition point, the surface is covered by atomic oxygen, and the rate becomes mass transport limited most likely by the approach of CO to the surface or the departure of CO\textsubscript{2}. These results are well known throughout the literature. What remains to be unclear is the mechanism that causes this sudden transition from a CO covered surface to an atomic oxygen covered surface. One explanation describes the ignition as the point at which oxygen adsorption is no longer inhibited once the CO coverage decreases below a critical inhibition coverage. The CO coverage can decrease either by desorption or reaction. Bowker and coworkers using molecular beams, however, showed that even before ignition, a surface under CO oxidation conditions is already covered with oxygen to about one-fourth of the saturation value of oxygen.\[144x253\] They also found that ignition would only occur when the CO coverage decreases to below 0.4 ML.

Alone, the critical CO coverage explanation for ignition does not explain our observations. As a Pt(557) single crystal surface is heated in the presence of 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O\textsubscript{2}, the CO top site frequency shifts by only 10 cm\textsuperscript{-1} when the sample is heated to 473 K. Between 473 K and 628 K, the peak remains at 2085 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, and the fitted amplitudes of the spectra up to the ignition temperature are essentially the same. If the CO coverage was decreasing as a function of temperature, we would expect to observe a dipole coupling affect in which the top site CO peak frequency
would red shift beyond 2085 cm\(^{-1}\). Also, the fitted amplitudes of the peaks would decrease if the coverage decreased. However, the amplitudes observed do not decrease between 473 K and the ignition temperature.

Under the conditions discussed here, the top site CO peak remains essentially unchanged between 473 K and the ignition point indicating the CO coverage does not change until after ignition. From the CO dissociation studies presented above, a possible explanation for the ignition could be the onset of CO dissociation or the formation of platinum binary carbonyls. When the CO dissociation temperatures are compared to the CO oxidation ignition temperatures for the three crystal surfaces, we find that both the ignition and dissociation temperatures are structure sensitive. The ignition and dissociation temperatures for Pt(100) are essentially the same. The ignition temperature for Pt(111) and Pt(557) are considerably higher than the ignition temperature on Pt(100) indicating a similar trend for the structure sensitivity of ignition as compared to CO dissociation. The similar ignition temperatures on Pt(111) and Pt(557) can be explained if the (111) terrace sites, which are common to both crystal faces, are more important than step sites for CO oxidation.

Because structure sensitivity is observed for both CO oxidation ignition and CO dissociation, it is likely that CO dissociation is an important mechanism during ignition. In order for the ignition of CO oxidation to occur, CO first dissociates to deposit carbodic carbon on the surface, or platinum binary carbonyls are formed. Either the carbodic carbon or the platinum binary carbonyls may then be oxidized by atomic oxygen to initiate the ignition.
Conclusions

Using sum frequency generation surface vibrational spectroscopy, the structure sensitivity of CO oxidation ignition was investigated. The surface of platinum single crystals can either be roughened or annealed depending on the crystal temperature. From data presented in Chapter 6, CO dissociates at 673 K, 550 K, and 500 K for Pt(111), Pt(557) and Pt(100), respectively at 40 Torr of CO pressure. From UHV studies, it is known that CO will only dissociate on step or kink sites on platinum. On Pt(111) and Pt(100), the surface must be heated to a temperature at which platinum binary carbonyls are formed which then may facilitate the roughening of the surface to produce step and kink sites. Pt(557) is essentially a (111) surface with defects already introduced as steps. Because of this, the Pt(557) surface does not need to be heated to 673 K, the dissociation temperature on Pt(111), to produce defects. CO is able to dissociate on the steps of Pt(557) at a lower temperature than needed to roughen the surface. Pt(100) has the lowest CO dissociation temperature probably because the outermost surface platinum atoms are more mobile since the Pt(100) surface can easily reconstruct, therefore the surface can roughen at a lower temperature.

The CO oxidation ignition temperatures were also structure sensitive. The Pt(111), Pt(557), and Pt(100) have ignition temperatures of 620 K, 640 K, and 500 K respectively. These ignition temperatures follow the same trend in structure sensitivity as the CO dissociation temperatures on the three crystal faces. The one exception is the CO oxidation ignition temperature on Pt(557). This ignition temperature is similar to
ignition found on Pt(111). Because the rate of CO₂ formation is mass transport limited above the ignition temperature, the terrace sites are more important for CO₂ formation than the step edges. Pt(557) has a similar ignition temperature as compared to Pt(111) because they share the same (111) hexagonal terrace structure. Because of the structure sensitivity of both CO dissociation and the CO oxidation ignition, it is possible that CO dissociation or platinum binary carbonyl formation may be needed to initiate the ignition mechanism. The carbon or carbonyls are oxidized in addition to the oxidation of molecular CO. The two exothermic reactions produce the temperature rise that facilitates CO desorption to allow the metal surface to become oxygen covered.
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Chapter 8: CO Oxidation on Pt(557)

Introduction

The oxidation of carbon monoxide on catalyst surfaces is one of the simplest and most studied heterogeneous catalytic reactions. Under certain pressures of CO and O$_2$, the reaction proceeds under two different kinetic regimes separated by an ignition temperature. Below the ignition point, the CO oxidation reaction mechanism follows Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics and the surface is primarily CO covered.

\[
CO(a) + O(a) \rightarrow CO_2(g)
\]

From many studies, it has been determined that the reaction is positive 1$^\text{st}$ order in O$_2$ and negative 1$^\text{st}$ order in CO when the reaction proceeds through a Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction below ignition.

At the ignition point, the reaction becomes highly exothermic and the rate of CO oxidation increases considerably as compared to the rate observed at temperatures below the ignition temperature. Above the ignition point, the surface becomes primarily oxygen covered and the reaction is believed to be mass transport limited of either CO approaching the surface or CO$_2$ leaving.

\[
CO(g) + O(a) \rightarrow CO_2(g)
\]

Even though this reaction has been studied extensively, our understanding of CO oxidation is still incomplete, especially at and above ignition. What remains to be
unclear is the mechanism that causes this sudden transition from a CO covered surface to an atomic oxygen covered surface. One explanation describes the ignition as the point at which oxygen adsorption is no longer inhibited once the CO coverage decreases below a critical inhibition coverage. In this view, the CO coverage can decrease either by desorption or reaction. Bowker and coworkers using molecular beams, however, showed that even before ignition, a surface under CO oxidation conditions is already covered with oxygen to about one-fourth of the saturation value of oxygen. They also found that ignition would only occur when the CO coverage decreases to below 0.4 ML.

In addition to this explanation for the onset of ignition, it is also believed that CO dissociation may contribute to the decrease in CO coverage at the ignition point. Previously in the Somorjai group, it was found that both CO dissociation and the ignition temperature of CO oxidation are surface structure sensitive on platinum single crystal surfaces. The three surfaces studied were the (111), (557) and (100) faces of platinum. CO was observed to dissociate at 673 K, 548 K, and 500 K, respectively, when the surfaces were exposed to 40 Torr of CO. These results clearly showed that CO dissociation is surface structure sensitive. The ignition temperature for CO oxidation (40 Torr CO, 100 Torr O₂) was also observed to be surface structure sensitive and showed the same trend of decreasing temperature for Pt(111) and Pt(100) as observed for CO dissociation. Because of the similar trend, it was concluded that CO dissociation is important for the onset of ignition. Once carbon is deposited, it is immediately oxidized and through the release of excess energy as thermal energy, the single crystal heats up causing desorption or reaction of adsorbed
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CO allowing the surface to become predominantly covered with atomic oxygen. The reaction then moves into the mass transport regime.

In this work, we report on further CO oxidation experiments which have been performed using sum frequency generation to elucidate reaction mechanisms at and above ignition on Pt(557). Experiments were performed under three different pressure regimes: excess $O_2$ (40 Torr CO, 100 Torr $O_2$), excess CO (100 Torr CO, 40 Torr $O_2$), and equal pressures of CO and $O_2$ (70 Torr CO, 70 Torr $O_2$). Under each pressure regime, the reaction was performed both on clean prepared platinum and carbon-covered platinum. The carbon-covered platinum was prepared by first introducing CO at the pressure of interest and heating to 573 K to dissociate CO and deposit carbon on the surface before the introduction of $O_2$. Once $O_2$ was introduced at 573 K after the deposition of carbon, the SFG background increased considerably and any remaining peak attributed to CO immediately disappeared. From Auger electron spectroscopy, it was determined that the large SFG background results only from the presence of both carbon and oxygen on the surface. Carbon or atomic oxygen alone will not generate the SFG background observed. As the relative concentration of atomic oxygen increases, the intensity of the SFG background increases. This is a good indicator on whether carbon is being deposited on the surface during reaction or being gasified away as CO$_2$. From similarities in the properties of this surface carbon oxide to activated carbon studies, it was determined that this surface carbon oxide species responsible for the large SFG background is due to a carboxyl anhydride species.
Several interesting results were found from this study. The first being that the carboxyl anhydride species is a better oxidizer than platinum alone as the reaction rates on carbon covered platinum surfaces below ignition were observed to be larger than the rates on clean prepared platinum surface. In addition, when the reaction was studied under equal pressures of CO and O\(_2\), the ignition temperature was lowered 50 degrees when carbon was first deposited on the surface.

Another interesting result was that the rate of CO\(_2\) production above ignition for the excess O\(_2\) and equal pressure of O\(_2\) and CO conditions didn’t follow the half order dependence in CO and O\(_2\) above ignition as determined in a previous study. This indicates that there is an additional surface reaction channel above ignition not previously described.

Further evidence that CO dissociation is an important step for ignition was found when CO oxidation was performed on a clean prepared platinum surface under equal pressures of CO and O\(_2\). As the sample was heated in this gas mixture, the SFG background began to increase below ignition indicating CO was being dissociated and the carbon deposited was oxidized. This is the first evidence that CO dissociation can occur under oxidation conditions.

Experimental

A Pt(557) single crystal was mounted in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber that is also used as a high-pressure reaction cell. The single crystal was cleaned by two cycles of argon ion bombardment followed by annealing in 5×10\(^{-7}\) Torr of
oxygen at 1123 K for 2 minutes. The oxygen was then pumped out and the crystal was annealed at a pressure below \(2 \times 10^{-9}\) Torr at 1133 K for 1 minute. Once the crystal was shown to be clean by Auger spectroscopy, the sample was exposed to high-pressures of CO (Scott Specialty 99.99\%) and O\(_2\). The CO was further purified by flowing it through a liquid nitrogen trap before introducing it to the sample. When catalytic experiments were performed, the chamber acted as a batch reactor. A recirculation loop was attached to the chamber so the gas would be mixed and a GC was used to sample the composition of the gas mixture during the reaction. For SFG experiments, the chamber was equipped with CaF\(_2\) window at the end of an inverted flange to allow the IR light to pass to the sample with minimum gas phase absorption. The pathlength from the window to the crystal is approximately 4 cm. To normalize for any gas phase absorbance of the IR beam, an IR cell was attached to the sample loop to allow for the acquisition of gas phase IR transmission spectra of gas mixtures.

It is known from Chapter 6 that carbon can be deposited on Pt(557) by heating to 548 K in high-pressure CO. In this work, CO oxidation was performed on both clean and carbon cover surfaces which were prepared by heating the crystal in the desired pressure of CO before introducing O\(_2\).

Results

**SFG Background from a Carbon and Oxygen Surface Species.**

In addition to the SFG signal enhancement when the infrared beam is at the same frequency, there can also be SFG enhancement when the visible beam is near an
electronic resonance. If this is the case, the SFG background increases and is considerably higher than the normal SFG non-resonant background. In this study, under certain conditions, the SFG background was found to increase. To determine the cause of this background, control experiments were performed.

The sample was heated in pure CO or pure O$_2$ to high temperatures to determine whether either one of these species were responsible for the observed background. When the Pt(557) crystal was heated in high pressures of CO, it was found that CO dissociates and deposits carbidic carbon as determined by Auger spectroscopy. The addition of this carbon species did not contribute to the SFG background as seen in previous studies. When a clean prepared platinum surface is heated in a high pressure of O$_2$, the SFG background remains at the same level of the non-resonant background for clean platinum. Auger spectroscopy reveals a clean platinum surface, and no evidence of atomic oxygen on the surface is observed in the Auger spectrum. This result is expected since platinum does not readily become oxidized, as do other transition metals.

Because it was known that the SFG background increased in the presence of both CO and O$_2$, an experiment was performed in which the sample was heated first in 40 Torr of CO. Similar to experiments discussed in chapter 6 and Figures 6.5-6.8, CO was dissociated and carbon was deposited onto the surface. Once the carbon was deposited, the system was evacuated. Auger spectroscopy revealed a carbon covered platinum surface as shown in Figure 6.8. The carbon covered surface was then titrated with $5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr of O$_2$ as a function of temperature starting at 300 K. After heating at the various temperatures, the crystal was cooled and three SFG spectra were acquired.
Figure 8.1 SFG spectra of SFG background as a function of O$_2$ titration temperature. This is an absolute intensity plot and not a stack plot as other spectra are presented.
Figure 8.2  Auger spectra of Pt(557) as a function of O$_2$ titration temperature.
Figure 8.3 SFG background at 2140 cm$^{-1}$ plotted against the corresponding oxygen to carbon Auger peak ratio.
and averaged. After the third SFG scan, the O\textsubscript{2} feed was closed and Auger spectra were acquired. Figure 8.1 shows the SFG spectra of Pt(557) under vacuum after titrating in O\textsubscript{2}. The SFG background increases as a function of titration temperature. Auger spectroscopy then revealed both carbon and oxygen on the surface as shown in Figure 8.2. Without carbon on the surface, the size of the oxygen peak is considerably smaller than what is observed with carbon. Also, whenever the SFG background increased, it was found that carbon and oxygen were present on the surface and the SFG background is dependent on the relative concentration of carbon and oxygen on the surface. The SFG background intensity at 2140 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is plotted against the oxygen to carbon Auger ratio in Figure 8.3. Clearly, as the O/C ratio increases, the SFG peak increases.

Various carbon oxides are known to exist on activated carbon throughout the literature. These species have been characterized using diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) and TPD experiments.\textsuperscript{10,11,12} Depending on how the surface is prepared, different oxide species of carbon can form. A temperature programmed desorption experiment was performed on the carbon and oxygen species found on Pt(557). CO and CO\textsubscript{2} were monitored by mass spectrometry as a function of temperature to determine at which temperature this unknown species decomposes. Both CO and CO\textsubscript{2} evolved at the 1100 K with similar pressures indicating a single type of species was decomposing around 1100 K.

**CO oxidation with excess O\textsubscript{2}**

After the Pt(557) single crystal surface was cleaned as described earlier, it was introduced to 40 Torr of CO, 100 Torr of oxygen and 630 Torr of He at 300 K. SFG spectra are shown in Figure 8.4 at different temperatures during the experiment. Each
Figure 8.4 SFG spectra of Pt(557) under 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O$_2$ as a function of temperature. The peak is absent once ignition is reached.
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Figure 8.5 SFG spectra of Pt(557) before and after CO oxidation under 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O₂. The process is completely reversible.
spectrum is the average of 3 consecutive scans. At 300 K, a single resonance is observed centered at 2094 cm\(^{-1}\). The sample was then heated to 473 K and the resonant CO peak red-shifted to 2085 cm\(^{-1}\). The CO peak remained at the same frequency and intensity as the temperature was increased to 623 K. The turnover rate for the production of CO\(_2\) was calculated to be 20 molecules/site/sec. Once the sample was heated to the ignition temperature, 640 K, the reaction became highly exothermic and the temperature raised to 723 K. The turnover rate was calculated to be 1400 molecules/site/sec. At 723 K, the SFG spectrum was completely flat. If the sample was cooled below the ignition point, the reaction was quenched and the CO resonant

![Figure 8.6 Ignition curves for both temperature and SFG signal at 2085 cm\(^{-1}\) of Pt(557) under 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O\(_2\).](image)

Figure 8.6 Ignition curves for both temperature and SFG signal at 2085 cm\(^{-1}\) of Pt(557) under 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O\(_2\).
Figure 8.7 SFG spectra of Pt(557) during CO Oxidation. CO was first dissociated by heating to 548 K in 40 Torr of CO.
Figure 8.8 SFG spectra before and after CO oxidation on a carbon covered Pt(557) surface. The spectra are not reversible.
Figure 8.9 Ignition trace for both temperature and SFG signal at 2075 cm\(^{-1}\) for a carbon covered Pt(557) surface. The SFG background increases as ignition occurs.
peak recovered to the same frequency and intensity that was observed before ignition as shown in Figure 8.5. An ignition curve is shown in Figure 8.6 in which the temperature and SFG intensity of the CO top site peak is plotted against time. Once ignition is reached, the SFG CO peak intensity is observed to decrease immediately and the intensity immediately recovers as the temperature is cooled below ignition.
To determine how carbon affects the reaction under excess O$_2$, a carbon covered platinum surface was prepared as described earlier and the reaction was performed. Figure 8.7 shows the SFG spectra as the sample is heated from 548 K to the ignition temperature. As soon as the 100 Torr of O$_2$ was added at 548 K, any residual CO peak disappeared and the SFG background increased significantly. Once the ignition temperature was reached, the background increased as a function of temperature and did not decrease as the sample was cooled back down to room temperature. The turnover rates below and above ignition were 20 and 1280 molecules/site/second, respectively. Figure 8.8 shows the absolute intensity of the CO peak before reaction and the SFG background at ignition. Figure 8.9 shows the ignition curve for the sample temperature and SFG signal at 2075 cm$^{-1}$.

Auger spectra acquired after CO oxidation on both clean and carbon covered platinum surfaces are shown in Figure 8.10. The Auger spectrum of the clean surface after CO oxidation revealed a small carbon peak, in addition to the platinum peaks, which is attributed to electron beam dissociation of CO. It is important to note that oxygen is not observed in this Auger spectrum. The Auger spectrum of the carbon covered platinum surface reveals both a large carbon peak and a large oxygen peak. This indicates that the SFG background originates from this carbon-oxygen species.

**CO Oxidation with Excess CO**

After the Pt(557) crystal was determined to be clean with Auger spectroscopy, 100 Torr of CO, 40 Torr of O$_2$, and 630 Torr of He were introduced to the chamber. At 300 K, a single SFG peak at 2100 cm$^{-1}$ was observed. The crystal was then heated gradually up to 1048 K incrementally. As the crystal was heated, the SFG peak slowly
Figure 8.11 SFG spectra of Pt(557) under 100 Torr of CO and 40 Torr of O₂. No distinct ignition is observed under these conditions.
shifted to 2040 cm\(^{-1}\) at 1048 K as shown in \[\text{Figure 8.11}\]. Detectable CO\(_2\) production...
CO Oxidation on Pt(557)

began at 673 K, although the turnover rate did not become high (990 molecules/site/sec) until 723 K. The crystal was allowed to cool and the SFG spectrum after the reaction was identical as seen before the reaction (Figure 8.12).

CO oxidation under excess CO was also performed on a carbon covered platinum surface. The carbon covered surface was prepared by heating the Pt(557) single crystal in 100 Torr of CO at 573 K. After heating for 20 minutes, 40 Torr of O₂ and 630 Torr of He were introduced into the chamber. Immediately, any residual CO peak vanished and the SFG background increased substantially. The SFG background was then monitored as a function of temperature as shown in Figure 8.13. A high turnover rate for CO₂ production began at 673 K, 50 degrees lower than observed on the clean surface. As the sample temperature was increased to 723 K, the SFG background increased substantially. A small SFG peak at 2070 cm⁻¹ was also observed in addition to the large background at 723 K. Continuing to increase the temperature above 723 K, the SFG background began to decrease, and the small peak decreased in frequency as well. By 1023 K, the SFG spectrum was flat without any features or large background. The spectrum at 300 K after the crystal was heated to 1023 K is very similar to the spectrum at 300 K before dissociating CO (Figure 8.14), which indicates the surface is free of atomic carbon.

Figure 8.15 compares the turnover rates versus temperature for the clean and carbon covered platinum surface under excess CO. The turnover rate on the carbon-covered surface is much higher at lower temperatures than on the clean surface. Around 873 K, the turnover rates become essentially the same. It appears that the gasification of carbon also contributes to the production of CO₂ but doesn’t completely
explain the increased activity on the carbon-covered surface. The rates converge for the two different surfaces when the SFG background decreases for the carbon covered surface indicating any residual carbon on the surface is being oxidized away revealing a clean CO covered surface at 300 K.

Figure 8.13 SFG spectra of a carbon covered Pt(557) surface under 100 Torr of CO and 40 Torr of O₂. As the surface is heated, the SFG intensity goes through a maximum before decreasing revealing a featureless spectrum at 1048 K.
Figure 8.14  SFG spectra of Pt(557) before and after CO oxidation under 100 Torr of CO and 40 Torr of O$_2$. The spectra before and after were the same indicating a hysteresis.
Figure 8.15 Comparison of the turnover rates for both clean and carbon covered Pt(557) as a function of temperature.

*Equal Pressure of CO and O₂*

The Pt(557) crystal was cleaned as described previously and introduced to 70 Torr of CO, 70 Torr of O₂, and 630 Torr of He at 300 K. The sample was then gradually heated to just below the ignition temperature [Figure 8.16]. Interestingly, the
SFG background begins to increase around 623 K unlike the other two regimes in which the SFG background does not increase under reaction conditions for a clean crystal. As the sample is heated higher, the background increases. As stated previously, the background is due to both atomic oxygen and atomic carbon co-adsorbed on the surface. Because carbon was not deposited before the reaction began, this is evidence that CO is actually dissociating under these oxidizing conditions. The reaction rate at 673 K, which is below the ignition temperature for these conditions, is 900 molecules/site/sec. The ignition temperature was approximately 700 K, and the temperature increased to 790 K. The turnover rate at 790 K was approximately 4300 molecules/site/sec. After the reaction, the sample was cooled back down to 300 K and the SFG spectra at 300 K before and after heating are shown in Figure 8.17. The peak position for both spectra is at 2100 cm\(^{-1}\), although it appears that CO is now adsorbed on a modified platinum surface after ignition. The modified surface has a carbon oxide species co-adsorbed with CO, which explains the increased background.

The same pressures of CO and O\(_2\) were also used on a carbon covered Pt(557) crystal. After the crystal was cleaned, 70 Torr of CO was introduced into the chamber and the sample was heated to 300 K. After 20 minutes, 70 Torr of O\(_2\) was added along with 630 Torr of He. Immediately, any residual CO peak disappeared and the SFG background increased (Figure 8.18). At 623 K, below the ignition point, the turnover rate was 800 molecules/site/sec. This rate is substantially higher than observed on the clean Pt surface under the same conditions at 623 K. The sample was gradually heated
Figure 8.16  SFG spectra of Pt(557) under CO oxidation conditions. 70 Torr CO and 70 Torr of O₂.
Figure 8.17 SFG spectra of Pt(557) under 70 Torr of CO and 70 Torr of O$_2$ before and after reaction.
Figure 8.18  SFG spectra of a carbon covered Pt(557) crystal under 70 Torr of CO and 70 Torr of O$_2$. 
Figure 8.19  SFG spectra of a carbon covered Pt(557) crystal before the deposition of carbon and after reaction under 70 Torr of CO and 70 Torr O$_2$. 
Chapter 8

to 648 K, the ignition point under these conditions. This ignition at 648 K is 50 degrees lower than the temperature observed for the clean crystal. The SFG background increased as a function of temperature above ignition, but did not increase appreciably after ignition indicating that the relative concentrations of carbon and oxygen on the surface were not changing. At 790 K, above ignition, the rate was 4400 molecules/site/sec. The sample was then cooled to 300 K and the spectra before and after the reaction are shown in Figure 8.19. Because the SFG background is still considerable, the carbon was not oxidized away as in the previous case with excess CO.

Discussion

*Carbon and Oxygen Surface Species*

It is believed that when CO is dissociated, carbidic carbon islands are formed on the surface. When the carbon covered platinum surface is then heated in the presence of O₂, the carbon islands become terminated with oxygen, which then gives rise to the SFG background and also allows oxygen to be observed in the Auger spectrum. Obviously, the size of the carbon islands will determine the amount of oxygen observed in the Auger spectrum. The intensity of the SFG background is also dependent on the concentration carbon and oxygen on the surface. As the carbon to oxygen ratio decreases, the SFG background increases.

Activated carbon is a common support used in catalysis and there have been many studies on activated carbon surfaces. Under oxidizing conditions, the activated carbon is oxygen terminated, and work has been done to identify the types of
carbon oxide species using many techniques. One such technique that has proved to be very useful for this system is temperature programmed desorption (TPD). Otake and coworkers oxidized their active carbon either by heating in air or by exposing the carbon to concentrated nitric acid. When the carbon was heated in air, they found that the surface began to oxidize significantly at 573 K, and upon further heating, the amount of oxidation became much more considerable. These temperatures are similar to those used in this study in which the large SFG background is observed to grow.

Formation of Carboxyl Anhydride on Pt(557)

![Formation of Carboxyl Anhydride](image)

Figure 8.20 Formation of carboxyl anhydride from a carbon covered Pt(557) surface. The formation begins around 548 K and increases with temperature.
Once the carbon was oxidized, Otake and coworkers performed TPD experiments on the oxidized carbon. The amounts and temperatures that CO and CO$_2$ are evolved gives indication on the type of oxide species present on the surface. They observed two significant CO peaks at 900 and 1175 K. One CO$_2$ peak at 900 K was also observed. Otake and coworkers assigned the species that gives rise to these desorption peaks to carboxyl anhydride (-(CO)O(CO)-). When this species decomposes, both CO and CO$_2$ will be evolved simultaneously. 900 K is very similar to the temperature of CO and CO$_2$ evolution in our experiments and also for the gasification of the carbon oxide species under oxidation conditions observed during catalytic experiments. Due to the similarity in the data, it is likely that an important carbon oxide species on the Pt surface is also carboxyl anhydride. It is also possible due to the probable conjugation of this species on activated carbon islands, it could be responsible for the observed electronic resonance that gives rise to the large SFG background.

From this information, the mechanism of formation for carboxyl anhydride on the surface is shown in [Figure 8.20](#). After carbon has been deposited through the dissociation of CO, carbon islands are formed. When these carbon islands are exposed to O$_2$ near 600 K, the carboxyl anhydride species form from the reaction of surface oxygen and carbon.

*Reaction Mechanisms for CO Oxidation on Clean and Carbon Covered Pt(557) Surfaces*

For all the conditions studied in this work, the rate of CO$_2$ production at 623 K for clean prepared Pt(557) were essentially the same as expected from the negative
order in CO and positive order in O_2 dependence, which is well known from the literature. These results are listed in Table 8.1. As stated from the literature, the mechanism above ignition is believed to mass transport limited. There have not been many studies, which have specifically measured the kinetics above ignition and so the dependence on CO and O_2 on the reaction is not as well known for the mass transport limited regime. A previous study in the Somorjai group revealed that there was a 1/2 reaction order for both CO and O_2 above ignition. If this were the case, then the rate of CO_2 production should be the same for any pressures of CO and O_2 at the same temperature. In this study, distinct ignition temperatures were only observed for CO oxidation under excess CO or equal pressures of CO and O_2. At 723 K, the rate of CO_2 production was measured to be near 1400 and 4000 molecules/site/sec for the excess O_2 and equal pressures of CO and O_2 conditions, respectively (Table 8.1). Obviously, these are considerably different, and there must be another reaction channel in addition to a mass transport mechanism above ignition to explain the large difference in rates. This additional channel must be a surface reaction not previously observed and further studies must be performed to understand the nature of this mechanism.

Table 8-1  Turnover reaction rates above and below ignition on clean prepared Pt(557).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>100 Torr O_2</th>
<th>70 Torr O_2</th>
<th>40 Torr O_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Torr CO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Ignition (623 K)</td>
<td>20 mol/site/sec</td>
<td>28 mol/site/sec</td>
<td>22 mol/site/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Ignition (723 K)</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CO oxidation reactions were performed on both clean and carbon covered Pt(557) and turnover rates were measured above and below the ignition temperature for both types of surfaces. The reaction on a clean Pt surface under excess O₂ is well known. From previous studies it has been explained that below ignition, the reaction follows Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics and CO₂ is produced by the reaction of adsorbed CO and adsorbed atomic oxygen. Above ignition, in addition to mass transport reactions, an addition surface mechanism must exist above ignition as discussed above. The known mechanisms above and below are shown in Figure 8.21.

**Clean Pt(557)**

**Below Ignition**

Langmuir-Hinshelwood

**Above Ignition**

Mass Transport Limited

![Figure 8.21 Mechanism for the production of CO₂ under excess O₂ over clean prepared Pt(557).](image-url)
When CO oxidation is performed on a carbon covered Pt(557) surface under excess oxygen, the reaction kinetics are essentially the same as observed on the clean Pt(557) surface. This means that the carbon oxygen species also acts as a support for oxygen similar to clean Pt. The mass transport mechanism for CO$_2$ production on a carbon-covered surface is shown in Figure 8.22.

**Figure 8.22** Proposed mechanism for the production of CO$_2$ above ignition on a carbon prepared Pt(557) surface.

When the reaction was performed on a carbon covered Pt(557) surface under excess CO, the rate of CO$_2$ production below ignition is significantly higher than that on a clean prepared platinum surface. The surface oxide species, believed to be
carboxyl anhydride, appears to be better at oxidizing CO than a clean prepared Pt surface as the rate is considerably higher on the carbon-covered surface than on clean Pt under these conditions. As stated, the amount of the carbon oxygen species is proportional to the intensity of the SFG background. The background increased up to 723 K and the proposed mechanism that accounts for the higher rate of CO$_2$ production below ignition is shown in Figure 8.23 Essentially, the rate of CO$_2$ production through the reaction of CO and oxygen from carboxyl anhydride is faster than the rate of production of CO$_2$ from the reaction of adsorbed CO and O on platinum.

Once above 723 K, the SFG background begins to decrease as a function of temperature indicating the carboxyl anhydride species is gasifying at these temperatures. By 900 K, the background is essentially gone and the rate is the same as that observed on a clean prepared Pt(557) surface indicating the surface carbon was completely gasified. At these temperatures, the reaction is probably mass transport limited due to the absence of adsorbed CO in the SFG spectra. The mechanism for the gasification of carbon is shown in Figure 8.24 It is believed that the carboxyl anhydride species decomposes to produce CO$_2$.

When CO oxidation is performed on both clean and carbon-covered Pt(557) surfaces under equal pressures of CO and O$_2$, the kinetics follow the mechanisms proposed for the excess O$_2$ case. The only difference is that it appears that CO dissociates under these conditions on the clean prepared surface. Also, the ignition temperature under these conditions is lower for the carbon-covered surface than on the clean prepared surface. From this data and the data presented in Chapters 6 and 7, the
dissociation of CO through the Boudouard reaction is very likely to be important for the onset of ignition.

**CO Oxidation on Carbon Covered Pt(557)**

**Below Ignition**

![Proposed mechanism for the production of CO$_2$ below ignition on a carbon prepared Pt(557) surface. Adsorbed CO, or C and O can react with oxygen from carboxyl anhydride to produce CO.](image)

Figure 8.23 Proposed mechanism for the production of CO$_2$ below ignition on a carbon prepared Pt(557) surface. Adsorbed CO, or C and O can react with oxygen from carboxyl anhydride to produce CO.
Figure 8.24  Gasification of carbon to produce CO$_2$ above 723 K.

Conclusions

The production of CO$_2$ over Pt(557) was monitored as a function of temperature and surface carbon with SFG, TPD, Auger electron spectroscopy, and gas chromatography. It was found below the ignition temperature the reaction follows Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics. Above ignition, CO$_2$ production proceeds through at least two reaction channels. One reaction channel is mass transport limited while the
other must be another surface reaction, which has not been previously studied. These reaction mechanisms below and above ignition were the same whether the reaction was performed on a clean prepared or carbon covered Pt(557) surface. The difference was that the rate of reaction below ignition was considerably higher on the carbon prepared surface when the reaction was performed in excess CO or equal pressures of CO and O₂. For the excess O₂ condition, ignition was very close to the start of CO₂ production and so pre-ignition kinetics could not be studied as in depth as the other two cases.

In addition to the higher turnover rates on the carbon-covered surface, the SFG background was significantly larger than observed on the clean surface. It was determined that the background was due to the presence of a carbon oxide species on the surface which has an electronic resonance in the visible region near 532 nm, the frequency of the visible beam used in these SFG experiments. Because of the higher rate and the existence of the carbon oxide species, this surface is better at oxidizing CO than clean Pt. The carbon oxide species is proposed to be carboxyl anhydride as observed in studies on activated carbons. This species decomposes near 900 K with similar concentrations of both CO and CO₂. Additionally, it gasifies near this temperature under oxidation conditions.

It was proposed from the data presented in chapters 6 and 7 that CO dissociation through the Boudouard reaction may be important for the onset of ignition. Further evidence that this might be the case was found when the reaction was performed under equal pressures of CO and O₂. When performed on a clean prepared surface, the SFG background was observed to increase slightly, indicating CO was decomposing. In addition, the ignition temperature was found to be 50 degrees lower.
for the carbon covered surface than the clean prepared platinum surface. This is strong evidence that CO dissociation is an important step for the ignition mechanism.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions

In this dissertation, the effect of structure on several catalytic reactions, both structure sensitive and structure insensitive, was studied using sum frequency generation and gas chromatography.

The data presented here show clearly that SFG is a flexible tool that allows molecular-level characterization of surfaces at ambient pressures between $10^{-11}$ and $10^3$ Torr, a range of more than 14 orders of magnitude. Low-pressure experiments served two purposes; they allowed correlation of results with those of previous experiments carried out with electron spectroscopies and ion scattering techniques, and they provided information about possible reaction intermediates under high pressures. By correlating high-pressure SFG spectra recorded under reaction conditions and kinetics data, it has been possible to determine the important reaction intermediates of several surface catalytic reactions.

The effect of the surface structure of Pt(111) and Pt(100) was investigated for cyclohexene hydrogenation and dehydrogenation, and ethylene hydrogenation by using sum frequency generation. Cyclohexene dehydrogenation is a structure sensitive reaction, and the rate was found to proceed more rapidly on the Pt(100) crystal surface than on the Pt(111) crystal surface. On Pt(100), the major reaction intermediate during cyclohexene dehydrogenation was 1,3-cyclohexadiene, whereas on Pt(111), both 1,3-
Conclusions

and 1,4-cyclohexadiene were present. Both 1,3- and 1,4-cyclohexadiene can dehydrogenate to form benzene, although the reaction proceeds more rapidly through the 1,3-cyclohexadiene intermediate. Because of this, the structure sensitivity of cyclohexene dehydrogenation is explained by noting that there is both a fast and a slow reaction pathway for Pt(111), whereas there is only a fast reaction pathway on Pt(100).

Ethylene hydrogenation is a structure insensitive reaction. Both ethylidyne and di-\(\sigma\) bonded ethylene are present both Pt(111) and Pt(100) under reaction conditions, although the ratio of the concentrations of the two species are different. The rate of the reaction was found to be 11±1 and 12±1 molecules/site/sec for Pt(111) and Pt(100) respectively. Since the reaction rate is essentially the same on the two surfaces, while the concentration of ethylidyne and di-\(\sigma\) bonded ethylene are different, these species must not be the active species which turnover under catalytic ethylene hydrogenation. The most likely species which turnover are weakly bound \(\pi\)-bonded ethylene and ethyl species as revealed by SFG.

Using sum frequency generation surface vibrational spectroscopy, platinum single crystal surfaces were investigated at high-pressures and high-temperatures under pure CO or CO and O\(_2\) environments. The crystals under investigation were the (111), (100), and (557) faces of platinum. In 40 Torr of CO, the molecule dissociates on the (111), (557) and (100) surfaces of platinum single crystals at 673 K, 548 K, and 500 K, respectively, indicating CO dissociation is structure sensitive. The Pt(111) surface must be heated to a temperature where the surface is roughened creating step and kink sites, which are known to dissociate CO. The stepped Pt(557) surface does not need to
be heated as high as Pt(111) to dissociate CO since there are step sites already available on the surface. The outer most surface atoms of Pt(100) are mobile compared to the low energy (111) surface and so the surface can roughen at a much lower temperature than observed on Pt(111). Under 40 Torr of CO and 100 Torr of O₂, CO oxidation ignition temperatures of 620 K, 640 K and 500 K were observed for Pt(111), Pt(557) and Pt(100), respectively, indicating ignition is also structure sensitive. The ignition temperature for Pt(111) and Pt(557) are similar because the higher concentration of surface atoms on the (111) terraces, common to both surfaces, are more dominate during oxidation than step sites. Since both CO dissociation and CO oxidation ignition are structure sensitive and follow the same trend of decreasing temperatures for the two processes, it is likely that CO dissociation is important for the onset of ignition.

Carbon monoxide oxidation was studied in detail on the Pt(557) single crystal surface under different pressure and temperature regimes. The reaction was studied on both clean prepared and carbon covered Pt(557) surfaces. It was found under all conditions that the reaction followed Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics below ignition and above ignition the reaction was mass transport limited. Under excess CO and equal CO and O₂ pressures, it was found that the carbon-covered surface was more reactive than a clean prepared surface. In addition, the SFG background increased as a function of temperature up to 723 K. The background resulted from the production of a carbon oxide species when carbon that was first deposited was exposed to O₂ above 548 K. The carbon oxide species is believed to be carboxyl anhydride and is a better oxidizer than pure platinum, which explains the higher turnover rate on the carbon-covered surface below ignition. As the temperature was increased above 723 K, the background
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decreased and the turnover rates converged for the clean and carbon covered surfaces indicating the carbon on the surface had been gasified. In addition, further evidence that CO dissociation is important for the onset of ignition was found when CO oxidation was performed under equal pressures of CO and O$_2$. On a clean surface, the SFG background slightly increased, indicating carbon was being deposited and then oxidized on the surface. Also, the ignition temperature for the carbon-covered surface was 50 degrees lower than on the clean prepared surface. This is supporting evidence that CO dissociation is an important step for ignition.